Michael Snow
Lives and Works
by James King
A biography of Canada’s greatest living artist.
Michael Snow is rightly recognized as the greatest living Canadian artist, and he is
also acknowledged as one of the most significant figures in Canadian art history. In
a productive, lengthy career, he has, in a wide variety of genres, asked (and often
answered) some of the most vexing and important issues in the history of art.
During his career, the notion of what constitutes a work of art has undergone many
changes, and he has been in the forefront of such activity.
In many ways, he is the visual artist as intellectual: his images are vibrant and
compelling but so are the ideas behind them. Ultimately, his work is about
perception. What do we really see when we look at a work of art? What is the act
of looking all about? What exactly is a work of art?
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HIGHLIGHTS
First-ever biography and critical survey of a major artist who disrupted the
Canadian art establishment
Features gorgeous colour reproductions of many of Snow’s most vivid and
important pieces, which have not been collected together previously
Snow works in a range of media, including film, installation, sculpture, and
photography
A personal and intimate look at a major Canadian talent at work — showing
his struggles alongside his towering successes
Author has written six novels and nine biographies, including the
GG-nominated biography of Herbert Read, The Last Modern
Author of Inner Places , a biography of Canadian painter David Milne,
shortlisted for a Hamilton Literary Award

James King is the author of six novels and nine biographies,
including books on David Milne, William Blake, Margaret
Laurence, Jack McClelland, Farley Mowat, and Lawren Harris.
His biography of Herbert Read, The Last Modern , was
nominated for the Governor General’s Literary Award. A fellow
of the Royal Society of Canada, James lives in Hamilton,
Ontario.
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The Lusitania Sinking
Eyewitness Accounts from Survivors
by Anthony Richards
Uncertain of their son’s fate, his family leaped into action.
The sinking of the passenger liner Lusitania was a maritime disaster that may have
changed the course of history by making American involvement in World War I
almost inevitable. This part of the story has been told before but here, for the first
time, The Lusitania Sinking has a far more personal tale to tell, of a family looking
for information on their son’s death.
On 1 May 1915 Preston Prichard, a 29-year-old student, embarked as a
second-class passenger on the Lusitania, bound from New York for Liverpool. Just
after 2 p.m. on 7 May, a single torpedo, fired by the German submarine U-20,
caused a massive explosion in the Lusitania’s hold, and the ship began sinking
rapidly. Within 20 minutes she disappeared and 1,198 men, women and children,
including Preston, died.

ISBN: 9781459743489
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Preston’s mother wrote hundreds of letters to survivors to find out more about
what might have happened in his last moments. The replies she received included
an extensive selection of moving and evocative survivors’ accounts. Although this
was not Mrs Prichard’s intention, she thus assembled an outstanding collection of
vivid first-hand recollections. The Lusitania Sinking tells the story of this tragedy
using this previously unseen historical treasure trove.
HIGHLIGHTS
Author is a qualified archivist at the Imperial War Museum in England
Documents the German attack on a passenger ship that sailed from New York
during the First World War
Book is a compilation of the responses from survivors received by the mother
of one of the lost passengers, documenting their experiences
Discloses the fate of passengers from a heartbreaking new angle
Narrative of eyewitness accounts through testimonies, letters, and diaries

Anthony Richards has worked in the document and sound
archives of the Imperial War Museum in London for more than
twenty years. He has contributed to many publications based
on personal written testimony of the two world wars. He is the
author of The Somme: A Visual History , In Their Own Words:
Untold Stories of the First World War and The War on Paper: 20
Documents that Defined the Second World War.
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Becoming a Somebody
The Biography of Ignat Kaneff
by Steven Nyczyk
with Anna-Maria Kaneff, Didi Kaneff and Kristina Kaneff
The fascinating life story of Ignat Kaneff, one of Canada’s leading residential and
commercial builders.
When Ignat Kaneff arrived in Canada in 1951, he had a mere five dollars to his
name, no proficiency in English, and very little education. Yet, this was the
beginning of one of Canada’s great immigrant success stories. Having left his native
Bulgaria at just fourteen, Kaneff’s journey to Canada was long. It even included a
stint in wartime Germany, working as a market gardener, but his plans in Canada
were much, much bigger.

ISBN: 9781459743786
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Kaneff began working in Toronto’s construction industry, where he showed
tremendous drive, quickly founding a company and breaking ground on his first
subdivision in 1956. He continued on a trajectory toward success, and by the 1970s
was ranked among Canada’s top businessmen. Considered a pioneering citizen of
the City of Mississauga, in 2017 he was inducted as a Member of the Order of
Canada. Becoming a Somebody recounts his stunning rise to prominence.
HIGHLIGHTS
Ignat Kaneff’s unlikely rise to prominence is one of Canada’s great immigrant
success stories
The story of the rise of one of Canada’s top businessmen, a leading developer
since 1956
Kaneff has been recognized as a pioneering citizen of Mississauga and a
member of the Order of Canada

Steven Nyczyk has been writing professionally for nearly
twenty years. He has written for the Toronto Sun and crafted
teleplays for various Canadian television programs. Steven lives
in Toronto.
Didi Kaneff, is the President of the Kaneff Group of Companies.
She is a recipient of the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee
Award for outstanding community service. She is married to
Ignat Kaneff and lives in Mississauga, Ontario.
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Anna-Maria Kaneff is a managing director with the Kaneff
Group of Companies. She is a founding board member of the
Grassroots Reconciliation Group of Uganda, serving as its CFO.
Ann-Maria lives in Port Credit, Ontario.
Ms. Kristina Kaneff is Vice President and General Counsel of
the Kaneff Group of Companies. She is President of the Ignat
Kaneff Charitable Foundation and Circle Leader for
Peacebuilders International. Ms. Kaneff lives in Toronto.
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Shadow Puppet
A Dan Sharp Mystery | A Dan Sharp Mystery, 6
by Jeffrey Round
Private investigator Dan Sharp investigates the disappearance of three closeted
gay men.
When a serial killer stalks downtown Toronto, private investigator Dan Sharp finds
an unexpected link between the missing men that even the police are reluctant to
investigate. A meeting with the chief of police confirms his suspicions, but does
nothing to resolve the problem. Obsessed with uncovering the truth, Dan enlists a
small group of friends to delve into illicit goings-on in the local sex industry. It’s
only when the next man disappears, however, that Dan finds himself in a race
against time to track down an elusive, manipulative killer who is a master of
disguise.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Book six in Jeffrey Round’s hit Dan Sharp series about a gay missing-persons
investigator
Book one, Lake on the Mountain, won the 2013 LAMBDA Literary Award for
Gay Mystery, and book four, After the Horses, was nominated in the same
category in 2016
Sharp is the father of a teenage son who is becoming aware of his father’s
dangerous job
Publishers Weekly, Quill & Quire , Xtra!, and the Hamilton Spectator have
praised the series, and it is listed on Backlot’s Top 100 Gay Books
REVIEWS
Lambda Award-winning writer Jeffrey Round should be a household name not just
in households that value gay detective fiction, but outside them as well. I, who am
not a connoisseur of or an inveterate fan of detective fiction, don’t read Round
merely for his tricks of suspense. I value him for his true literary motive: an
exploration of human relationships within the circumscription of milieu,
circumstance, and character — in other words, the exigencies of our lives,
especially of gay lives, that (as Edmund White puts it) express the introspective
advantages of the “outsider, of the foreigner and of the pioneer.’
— Keith Garebian, award-winning author of William Hutt: Soldier Actor

By the same author:
Jeffrey Round is the Lambda Award–winning writer of the Dan
Sharp mystery series and the stand-alone mystery Endgame.
He has been nominated twice for a ReLit Award and his first
two books were listed on AfterElton’s Top 50 Best Gay Books.
He lives in Toronto.
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A Dance of Cranes
A Birder Murder Mystery | A Birder Murder Mystery, 6
by Steve Burrows
A trail of murder leads Domenic Jejeune across a vast continent.
Newly estranged from his girlfriend, Inspector Domenic Jejeune returns to Canada,
where he soon receives news that his brother has gone missing in Wood Buffalo
National Park while conducting field research on Whooping Cranes. Jejeune
immediately heads out West to try to find him.
Meanwhile, back in the U.K., Jejeune’s plan to protect his ex-girlfriend from a
dangerous adversary has failed, and she has also gone missing. In Jejeune’s
absence, it falls to his trusty sergeant, Danny Maik, to track her down. But there is
far more to the situation than either of them anticipated. And time is running out for
all of them.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Fifth book in the successful Birder Murder Mystery series, each title featuring
the name of a species of bird, using the common collective noun for that
flock of birds (e.g., a murder of crows)
The detective protagonist is an avid birdwatcher
Birdwatching is the hobby of tens of millions of people in North America, and
in the UK, there are over one million registered members of the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds
First and foremost a detective story and well-researched murder mystery
In this instalment of the series, the action moves to North American and
focuses around a Whooping Crane
Chief Inspector Jejeune is the quintessential outsider, a Canadian in the British
police force
Author is a birdwatcher and environmental journalist, with an MA in
environmental management
The first book in the series, A Siege of Bitterns, was chosen as a Globe and Mail
100: Best Books of 2014 and won the 2015 Arthur Ellis Award for Best First
Novel

By the same author:
Steve Burrows has pursued his birdwatching hobby on six
continents. The first Birder Murder Mystery, A Siege of Bitterns,
won the 2015 Arthur Ellis Award for Best First Novel. Steve
lives in Oshawa, Ontario.
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In Rhino We Trust
A Jenny Willson Mystery | A Jenny Willson Mystery, 3
by Dave Butler
Jenny Willson finds more than she bargains for when she travels to Namibia to
save local wildlife from poaching.
In the third Jenny Willson Mystery, Parks Canada warden Willson joins an American
colleague on a secondment to assist Namibian authorities trying to stem the loss of
the country's rhinos to illegal hunting.
But the plan takes a dramatic turn as Willson finds herself in the crosshairs of a
conspiracy involving wildlife poachers backed by a shadowy network of
international buyers who are prepared to eliminate any obstacles in their way,
including Willson and her new team. While the African assignment allows Willson
to sidestep personal and professional questions that remain unanswered back
home, she quickly recognizes that her decision to leave the Canadian Rockies
could have deadly ramifications.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Features a female sleuth who is stubborn, irreverent, and known for saying
what others can’t or won’t
Jenny Willson continues her irascible, tenacious, take-no-prisoners approach
to investigating people who threaten “her” national parks or the things she
cares the most about
Takes place in Namibia, Africa, where Willson travels on a mission to protect
wildlife, and exposes poaching
Willson travels with an American friend, continuing the series’ cross-border
theme
First book in series was shortlisted for the 2015 Unhanged Arthur Ellis Award
for Best Unpublished First Crime Novel
REVIEWS
Butler’s strong debut shows a powerful heroine determined to bring a nasty but
fully fleshed-out set of baddies to justice.
Kirkus Reviews, for Full Curl

By the same author:
Dave Butler is an author, photographer, forester, biologist, and
a Royal Canadian Geographical Society Fellow. His first Jenny
Willson Mystery, Full Curl, won the Arthur Ellis Best First Crime
Novel Award. He lives in Cranbrook, B.C.
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Darkness Rising
Daughters of Light | Daughters of Light, 3
by Mary Jennifer Payne
The Final Battle is coming. Are the Seers ready?
Sixteen-year-old twins Jasmine and Jade and the rest of the Seers are not only
divided between Toronto and London, they’re internationally wanted fugitives.
While away in the Place-In-Between trying to return Solomon’s Ring, the girls
became the prime suspects in a deadly terrorist attack in Toronto.
The Seers, their Protectors, and a handful of others know the truth: they innocent,
the world is dying, demons are around every corner, and the Darkness is taking
over. As the only hope in the coming apocalyptic battle, the Seers will have to
work together to save the world from the brink of destruction.
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HIGHLIGHTS
A climactic fantasy showdown on themes of climate change
The main protagonists, Jasmine and Jade, determine the fate of humanity and
the planet while they face typical teen challenges
Draws inspiration from a dazzling array of mythological sources from across
human history
Also takes up themes of fake news and critical thinking

By the same author:
Mary Jennifer Payne is the author of the Daughters of Light
series, the YA novel Since You’ve Been Gone , and several YA
graphic stories. She lives in Toronto.
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None So Deadly
A Cullen and Cobb Mystery | A Cullen and Cobb Mystery, 4
by David A. Poulsen
A police investigator’s murder has put Cullen and Cobb back on a
twenty-five-year-old cold case.
It’s a case that has haunted Cullen and Cobb for years — the murder of
eleven-year-old Faith Unruh. And now the brutal killing of a police investigator
who was similarly obsessed with the cold case has put P.I. Mike Cobb and former
crime writing journalist Adam Cullen back on the killer’s trail — and directly in the
line of fire.
As the case is unfolding, Cullen is also desperately trying to get out from under the
thumb of a local biker gang without ruining his relationship, getting arrested … or
worse.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Book 4 in the Cullen and Cobb series of western crime novels that teams up a
former cop with an investigative journalist
A crime series set in Calgary, a booming city often overlooked in genre fiction
Author has written 25+ books and has a high profile, particularly in western
Canada
Author is also an actor, and a savvy marketer, speaker, and interviewee
Author’s YA novels have won the Sakura Medal in Japan and been shortlisted
for the Forest of Reading White Pine and Red Maple Awards

By the same author:
David A. Poulsen has been a teacher, actor, cowboy, high
school football coach, and — most of all — a writer. He is the
author of more than twenty-five books. He lives on a ranch in
the Alberta foothills near Calgary.
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Your Fittest Future Self
Making Choices Today for a Happier, Healthier, Fitter Future You
by Kathleen Trotter
Redefine “fit” to create your fittest future you.
With all of diet and exercise regimens available, it is almost impossible to navigate
the health world without feeling overwhelmed or paralyzed by indecision. Instead
of trying to find the perfect program to follow, Kathleen Trotter shows you how to
create one, with your own unique health history, goals, and life realities in mind.
No one diet, exercise, or mindfulness strategy works for everyone. The key to
long-term health success is the ability to sift through all of the diet and workout
information available and put together a "health mix” that works for you.
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HIGHLIGHTS
A different kind of health and fitness guide that throws out the idea of fad
diets and workouts in favour of a personalized approach that works with our
individual needs and differences
Guides readers to find the personal balance in diet, exercise, mindfulness,
and motivation, for a holistic and self-affirming approach to lasting healthy
change
Author is a natural nutritionist and a regular contributor to The Globe and Mail
and The Huffington Post, and makes regular TV appearances

By the same author:
Kathleen Trotter is a personal trainer, nutritionist, life coach,
and fitness writer. She has made contributions to the Globe
and Mail and Huffington Post and makes frequent TV
appearances, including monthly segments on Breakfast
Television Montreal and Daytime Ottawa. Kathleen owns a
personal training studio in Toronto.
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Where the Ice Falls
The Falls Mysteries | The Falls Mysteries, 2
by J.E. Barnard
Lacey McCrae must bring closure to two grieving families while avoiding her past
trauma.
When Zofia and her teenage daughter trip over an ice-covered corpse at a rented
mountain chalet, ex-Mountie Lacey McCrae trades her Christmas shopping trip for
Victim Services duty. While she supports the women through their police
statements, the body is identified: Eric, a university student lost in a blizzard last
month. Zofia believes Eric is trying to communicate urgently to her about his
missing car. Skeptical as Lacey is of psychics, she knows the absent car and other
details don’t add up to an accidental death.
As Christmas gives way to New Year’s, she must search the icy wilderness for
another missing person. But Zofia blurts out Lacey’s deepest secret, shaking her to
the core. Can she uncover truths for two grieving families while evading her own
buried trauma?
ISBN: 9781459741447
BISAC 1: FIC022040
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
When a reluctant psychic finds a frozen intern at her boss’s ski-chalet, a
sceptical ex-cop braves the winter wilderness to hunt the killer.
Sleuth Lacey McCrae suffers from PTSD from her RCMP career and is
recovering from her marriage to an abusive ex-husband
Lacey and close friend Dee struggle when Dee’s terminally ill mother
applies for medically assisted dying
Author has a background in psychology, including PTSD education and
volunteering with abused women

By the same author:
J.E. Barnard’s first novella, Maddie Hatter and the Deadly
Diamond, was a 2016 Prix Aurora finalist. When the Flood Falls
won the Unhanged Arthur Ellis Award in 2016. She lives in
Calgary.
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Flights and Falls
A B.C. Blues Crime Novel | A B.C. Blues Crime Novel, 4
by R.M. Greenaway
A string of incidents causes Cal Dion to learn some harsh truths about himself.
A single-vehicle crash on the Sea to Sky Highway is blamed on the notorious
stretch of road — but when bad things start happening to the good people who
stopped to help the victim, North Vancouver RCMP Constable Dave Leith starts to
wonder if something darker is at play.
Leith and his partner, JD, work through clues that are as close to bizarre as they’ve
ever seen. At the same time, Leith is keeping tabs on a murder suspect who is too
close for comfort: Cal Dion, a cop and colleague, knows all about crime — and
perhaps how to get away with it.
Dion is looking at a long fall from grace, but his mind is on the Sea to Sky killings,
and he’s beginning to think the team is on the wrong track. Could it be that a crime
from his turbulent past holds the key?
ISBN: 9781459741508
BISAC 1: FIC022020
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Book four of the B.C. Blues crime series starring sleuths Dion and Leith
solving murders and twisted cases in the Pacific Northwest.
An apparent traffic accident turns into a homicidal game, and a crime in
Dion's past may be wrapped up in the plot
Booklist "A series to watch," Kirkus "Greenaway brings a keen understanding of
love, loyalty, frailty, and greed," Toronto Star "More good things ahead."
REVIEWS
As always, it’s a pleasure to spend time with Cal and watch as he, Leith and Bosco
engage in their intricate dance. I’ll close with a note to the author: please write
faster.
NetGalley review

By the same author:
R.M. Greenaway has worked in probation and travelled British
Columbia as a court reporter. Her first novel in the B.C. Blues
Crime series, Cold Girl, won the Unhanged Arthur Ellis Award.
She lives in Nelson, B.C.
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Turning Secrets
A Stonechild and Rouleau Mystery | A Stonechild and Rouleau
Mystery, 6
by Brenda Chapman
Keeping secrets is a very bad idea.
Former teenage runaway and new single mother Nadia Armstrong moves to
Kingston to turn her life around. But six months after she rents a low-end
apartment, her body is found on a concrete slab at an isolated construction site.
Major Crimes begins piecing together her last days, uncertain if this is a case of
suicide or murder. To make matters more difficult, a member of the team is leaking
information to reporter Marci Stokes, putting Staff Sergeant Rouleau in a precarious
position.
Meanwhile, Officer Kala Stonechild’s niece, Dawn, is secretly corresponding with
her father, who’s out on early parole. Dawn isn’t sure what he wants, especially
when he turns up in town uninvited. Dawn’s friend Vanessa is also keeping a
dangerous secret — her relationship with an older man named Leo, who preys on
young girls. And it’s not long before he has Dawn in his sights.
ISBN: 9781459741812
BISAC 1: FIC022020
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Features a timely exploration of the sexual exploitation of vulnerable young
women
Author is a former teacher and senior communications advisor who has
written 19 books; this is the 6th in the popular Stonechild & Rouleau series
Author is an experienced public speaker who has appeared on numerous
television and radio programs including CBC, 1310 Radio, Global, Rogers
Ottawa, and Bell Fibe TV

By the same author:

Brenda Chapman is a crime writer who has published over 19
books. She lives in Ottawa.
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Food Junkies
Recovery from Food Addiction
by Vera Tarman
A fact-filled guide to coping with compulsive overeating problems by an
experienced addictions doctor who draws on many patients’ stories of recovery.
Overeating, binge eating, obesity, anorexia, and bulimia — Food Junkies tackles the
complex, poorly understood issue of food addiction from the perspective of a
medical researcher and dozens of survivors. What exactly is food addiction? Is it
possible to draw a hard line between indulging cravings for “comfort food” and
engaging in substance abuse? For people struggling with food addictions,
recognizing their condition remains a frustrating battle.
This revised second edition contains the latest research as well as practical
strategies for people facing the complicated challenges of eating disorders and
addictions, offering an affirming and manageable path to healthy and sustainable
habits.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Updated and expanded second edition of the bestselling guide to
recognizing, managing, and recovering from eating disorders
First edition sold over 6,000 copies
There is a growing medical consensus that food addiction can be a substance
abuse problem, whose treatment can require skilled support
Sufferers of compulsive eating disorders have coped with social stigma on
top of their addiction. This book reverses the equation and teaches how both
stigma and addiction are part of the problem, and how to overcome them
A friendly guide to coping with familiar pitfalls of unhealthy eating habits that
shade into substance abuse
Combines authoritative advice from an experienced addictions treatment
doctor and the personal stories of people struggling with eating disorders
Author is the medical director of Renascent, an addictions treatment centre
REVIEWS
Are you one of those people who thinks food addiction isn't real? Then you might
be what Dr. Vera Tarman describes in her new book as a food junkie! I was addicted
to sugar and other processed carbohydrates over a decade ago and found my way
back to health and recovery thanks to some basic lifestyle changes that made me
whole again. Dr. Tarman walks you through all the necessary steps to make that
happen for you, too. Addiction is real, but it's not inevitable. Grab back control of
your health now!
Jimmy Moore, author of Cholesterol Clarity and Keto Clarity

By the same author:
Vera Tarman, MD, MSc, FCFP, ABAM, is a specialist in addiction
medicine. She is the medical director of Renascent, an
addictions treatment centre. Vera lives in Toronto.
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The Resist Stance
The X Gang | The X Gang, 3
by Warren Kinsella
The X Gang must learn to adapt to a changing world.
A new face of violence and hate has come to Portland, Maine, and the X Gang find
themselves targeted once again. It is the early 80s, and the youth subculture they
have grown up with is changing. Kurt, X, and the others have concluded,
reluctantly, that they are unlikely to ever change the world with their punk
anthems, but that the world is still worth changing. The friends lean on each other
for the strength to deal with death, addiction, and the sexism and racism they see
around them.
Meanwhile, the police and the FBI are on the trail of a killer, and a member of the
X Gang holds the secret to the fugitive’s sinister motivations. The Resist Stance tells
the shocking story of how hatred can become a cause and how we must stand
together against it no matter what the cost.

ISBN: 9781459742185
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HIGHLIGHTS
The first X Gang novel earned rave reviews in Publishers Weekly (“unflinching
page-turner”), Toronto Star, and Booklist (“dark and engrossing”)
Recipe for Hate, the first X Gang novel, was nominated for the White Pine
Award and shortlisted for the John Spray Mystery Award
Author has been involved with the punk scene since the start, has been in
bands, run his own record company, and has written hundreds of stories —
and one critically acclaimed book, Fury’s Hour — about punk
Author is a skilled self-marketer: he runs a top Toronto PR firm which has
advised countless campaigns about how to get heard by target audiences,
particularly youthful ones; his website, The War Room, attracts 3.5 million
visitors a year; and he has 26K followers on Twitter
Set in 1980s, but relevant today, focusing on the clash between diversity and
tolerance, and those who promote division and hate
REVIEWS
Kinsella skilfully blends convincing depictions of both the punk scene and the
racist underground with the hoary trope of a band of kids setting out to solve a
mystery … a suspenseful page-turner that also gives considerable food for thought.
Quill and Quire, for Recipe for Hate

By the same author:
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Warren Kinsella is an author, musician, lawyer, and political
consultant. His previous books include Recipe for Hate, book
one in the X Gang series, the national bestsellers Web of Hate
and Party Favours, Unholy Alliances, and Fury’s Hour: A (Sort-of)
Punk Manifesto. Warren plays bass in a punk rock group called
SFH and runs the popular blog The War Room . He lives in
Toronto.
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This Shall Be a House of Peace
by Phil Halton
After the collapse of Afghanistan’s Soviet-backed government, a mullah finds
himself doing anything to protect his students.
Chaos reigns in the wake of the collapse of Afghanistan's Soviet-backed
government. In the rural, warlord-ruled south, a student is badly beaten at a
checkpoint run by bandits. His teacher, who leads a madrassa for orphans left
behind by Afghanistan’s civil war, leads his students back to the checkpoint and
forces the bandits out. His actions set in motion a chain of events that will change
the balance of power in his country and send shock waves through history.
Amid villagers seeking protection and warlords seeking power, the Mullah's
influence grows. Against the backdrop of anarchy dominated by armed factions, he
devotes himself to building a house of peace with his students — or, as they are
called in Pashto, taliban. Part intrigue, part war narrative, and part historical drama,
This Shall Be a House of Peace charts their breathtaking ambition, transformation,
and rise to power.
ISBN: 9781459742239
BISAC 1: FIC019000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A humanizing and sympathetic retelling of the origins of the Taliban
The Soviet-backed Afghan government has collapsed and warlords and
bandits rule the country. A confrontation at a small, remote checkpoint sets
an enigmatic Mullah on a path that will forever change Afghanistan's destiny
and shake the entire world
Author is a soldier and security consultant with a great deal of experience in
Afghanistan and conflict zones, and a background in insurgency studies
REVIEWS
It's easy to look at the Taliban as a faceless, fanatic menace, but This Shall Be A
House Of Peace offers us something different: humanity and understanding. Phil
Halton has told a story that feels both mythic and direct.
— Matt Lennox, author of The Carpenter and Knucklehead

Phil Halton has worked around the globe as a soldier and
security consultant, including in Afghanistan. He has spent over
twenty-five years as an officer in the Canadian Army. Phil
publishes the literary journal Blood & Bourbon and lives in
Toronto.
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Bonjour Shanghai
| Bonjour Girl, 2
by Isabelle Laflèche
Clementine Liu is off to Shanghai for more fashion, dating, and drama.
Clementine Liu is the stylish girl behind the popular Bonjour Girl blog. Thanks to
her stellar performance during her first year at Parsons School in New York, she’s
offered the opportunity to participate in an exchange program at the prestigious
Condé Nast Center for Fashion and Design in Shanghai. But before Clementine
actually sets foot in China, several challenges come up that put her impending
departure in jeopardy, including one of her esteemed Parsons teachers questioning
the direction of her blog.
Despite these hurdles, she flies off to Shanghai, where she discovers an exciting
new world. While she attempts to survive the cutthroat blogging scene and
maintain a long-distance relationship with her New York boyfriend, Clementine
meets Henry, a charming local majoring in fashion marketing.
Can Clementine thrive while staying true to herself?
ISBN: 9781459742314
BISAC 1: YAF020000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Book two in a series following Clementine's adventures through fashion
school, dating, viral stardom, and cyber-bullying
Protagonist is involved in social justice and fashion design
By the author of the J'Adore series of novels (J'Adore New York, J'Adore Paris)

By the same author:
Isabelle Laflèche's debut novel, J’adore New York , is an
international bestseller. She has lived in New York and Toronto,
and, most recently, Montreal.
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Carve the Heart
| The Jack Palace Series, 2
by A.G. Pasquella
Ex-con Jack Palace returns in a world of violence, heartbreak, and revenge.
Cassandra, the woman who broke Jack’s heart, is back, and this time she needs
Jack’s help. She owes money to a brutal gangster who has threatened her life.
Jack’s new girlfriend is not happy about the situation. And not everyone believes
that Cassandra is in danger. Is Jack being set up?
Bikers, mobsters, and strippers collide as Jack storms the mean streets of Toronto
searching for Cassandra. But as loyalties falter and secrets are revealed, Jack begins
to wonder who he can really trust. If he doesn’t figure it out fast, he, and everyone
he cares about, could end up dead.

ISBN: 9781459742499
BISAC 1: FIC050000
RIGHTS: CA, US

HIGHLIGHTS
Book two of the Jack Palace series of noir crime fiction
Protagonist is a street-smart, honourable ex-con trying to make an honest life
for himself, but pulled back in by an ex-lover
Author has been published in McSweeney’s, Joyland, and the Utne Reader
Booklist called Paquella's writing “very impressive”
REVIEWS
The writing here is very impressive: gritty and profane but also (in the right places)
tender and quite moving.
Booklist, for Yard Dog

By the same author:
A.G. Pasquella’s work has appeared in various spots, including
McSweeney’s, Black Book, Joyland, Utne Reader, and Imaginarium
2013: The Best Canadian Speculative Writing . When he’s not
writing, A.G. makes music with his band Miracle Beard. He lives
in Toronto.
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This May Hurt a Bit
Reinventing Canada's Health Care System
by Stephen Skyvington
foreword by Brian Day
Some painful news: Canada no longer has the best health-care system in the
world.
How might we fix Canada’s health-care system? Why would we want to? What’s
stopping us from doing so? These three questions lie at the heart of this in-depth
exploration of one of the biggest political and personal issues facing Canadians.
Skyvington explains why change has to occur, in light of the implications of doing
nothing, and describes how Canadians can and must get involved to save our
health-care system.
This May Hurt a Bit is meant to provide a blueprint for change once those in charge
finally acknowledge the most inconvenient truth — namely, that Canada’s
health-care system is in poor health.
ISBN: 9781459742437
BISAC 1: MED036000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Brings a politically savvy, business-friendly approach to thinking through the
shortcomings and obstacles of Canada’s health-care system, and their
solutions
Tackles the problem using a framework for creative thinking, Simplexity,
developed by Dr. Min Basadur of the Michael G. DeGroote School of
Business, the Creative Education Foundation, and the Academy of
Management
Author is a political and health-care policy pundit and columnist with deep
knowledge of the issues waiting to explode
Author appears on NEWSTALK 1010 every Saturday and publishes columns
with Sun Media and Postmedia
REVIEWS
One part memoir, two parts jeremiad, This May Hurt a Bit demands a discussion on
healthcare. Skyvington pokes, prods, and provokes until he gets the debate
Canadians need
Shawn Whatley, MD, past president of the Ontario Medical Association, author of No
More Lethal Waits

Stephen Skyvington is one of Canada’s pre-eminent political
pundits and health care policy experts. His columns regularly
appear in newspapers across Canada. He lives in Cobourg,
Ontario.
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I Remember
A Victor Lessard Mystery | A Victor Lessard Mystery, 1
by Martin Michaud
Police detectives Victor Lessard and Jacinthe Taillon must race to track down a
ruthless killer.
When an eccentric homeless man jumps to his death in Old Montreal, the police
discover two wallets in his possession; those of a retired psychiatrist who was
recently murdered in a bizarre ritual and a powerful corporate lawyer who has
vanished. As Montreal police detective Victor Lessard and his partner, Jacinthe
Taillon, work to solve the separate mysteries, a shared past begins to emerge.
While the pressure builds and the bodies accumulate, dark and disturbing secrets
come to light about a pivotal moment in Quebec‘s history. But will Lessard and
Taillon crack the case in time to prevent the killer from striking again?

ISBN: 9781459742734
BISAC 1: FIC022020
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Critically acclaimed French mystery series translated to English for the first
time
Books in the series have been finalists for or won for numerous awards,
including the Saint-Pacôme Crime Fiction Award, Arthur Ellis Awards,
Ténébris Award, Prix Balai d’or, Plume de Cristal Award, Grands Prix
Littéraires Archambault
Books in the series regularly appear on the La Presse newspaper’s top book
lists

Martin Michaud is a lawyer, musician, screenwriter, and
bestselling author. His critically acclaimed Victor Lessard
Mystery series has won numerous awards, including the Arthur
Ellis Award and the Saint-Pacôme Crime Fiction Award. He lives
in Montreal.
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Soar, Adam, Soar
by Rick Prashaw
“Coming out. Coming in. Coming home.”
Adam Prashaw’s life was full of surprises from the moment he was born. Assigned
female at birth, and with parents who had been expecting a boy, he spent years
living as “Rebecca Danielle Adam Prashaw” before coming to terms with being a
transgender man. Adam captured hearts with his humour, compassion, and
intensity. After a tragic accident cut his life short, he left a legacy of changed lives
and a trove of social media posts documenting his life, relationships, transition, and
struggles with epilepsy, all with remarkable transparency and directness.
In Soar, Adam, Soar, his father, a former priest, retells Adam’s story alongside his
son’s own words. From early childhood, through coming out first as a lesbian and
then as a man, and his battles with epilepsy and refusal to give in, it chronicles
Adam’s drive to define himself, his joyful spirit, and his love of life, which continues
to conquer all.
ISBN: 9781459742765
BISAC 1: BIO031000
RIGHTS: World
AWARDS
Dewey Divas and the Dudes Winter 2019
Pick - 2019

HIGHLIGHTS
The moving true story of a transgender man’s life, told through his social
media posts and in the words of his father, a priest-turned-dad
Adam, born Rebecca, had identified as a man and been transitioning for years
before he died in a tragic accident, leaving behind unfinished stories his
father retells, using his son’s words as much as possible
Details the highs and lows of Adam’s bumpy life — being assigned female at
birth, questioning first his sexuality and then his gender, and struggling with
epilepsy, all while living with a disarming intensity and directness
A story in which the parents and loved ones of transgender people may see a
little of themselves, and which centres the authenticity of Adam’s own
experience
Told with sensitivity, compassion, and candour. Author strives to represent
Adam as his son would have represented himself
REVIEWS
I had the honour of performing the first legalized same sex marriage in Canada and
passing more LGBTQ legislation in Canada's history including the first Trans Human
Rights in any Province. Fifty years of Queer activism seems worthwhile because of
this book. Adam's story is why. Adam is the reason. Adam's loving and accepting
family is the point. This book is an answered prayer.
— Reverend Dr. Cheri Dinovo, MPP 2006 to 2018

Rick Prashaw has had a diverse career as a journalist, Catholic
priest, executive director of a national NGO, and political staff
to members of Parliament. He is a winner of the National Ron
Wiebe Restorative Justice Award. Rick lives in Ottawa.
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Do You Ever Cry, Dad?
A Father's Guide to Surviving Family Breakup
by I.J. Schecter
The help divorcing dads need to survive marital breakdown while staying close
to their kids.
Divorce and separation are overwhelmingly sad, especially when kids are involved.
In Do You Ever Cry, Dad? I.J. Schecter shares his experience, stories from other
fathers, and insights from family experts to provide practical and emotional support
to dads going through the anguish of a split, and to help them maintain a loving
and healthy relationship with those who matter most in their lives: their children.
Filled with emotional and practical help, concrete research, and a deep
understanding of the pain and processing marital breakup involves, Do You Ever Cry,
Dad? aims to help dads get themselves and their kids through one of the hardest
changes in their lives. Honest, heartfelt, and compassionate, this book is here to
instill in any dad hope in place of the despair and hurt he may be keeping to
himself.
ISBN: 9781459742673
BISAC 1: FAM020000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A book specifically aimed at dads going through divorce, separation, or
marital breakups, offering guidance, support, and many stories from other
men who have been through the same thing
Helps dads through the ordeal of a breakup while maintaining a loving and
healthy relationship with their kids
Simple, honest, frank advice and support, without judgment or blame
Few books on divorce and parenting focus specifically on men and the
unique concerns and problems they may face
Author is a prolific writer on parenting and family, is media savvy, and is a
strong public speaker

I.J. Schecter has written hundreds of articles on parenting and
family topics for publications including Today’s Parent, Men’s
Health, and MUM Magazine. His work has also appeared in the
National Post and the Globe and Mail. I.J. lives in Toronto.
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The Greenhouse Approach
Cultivating Intrapreneurship in Companies and Organizations
by Chitra Anand
To succeed, modern businesses need to foster the creativity of their staff; they
need to provide an environment that promotes constant innovation.
Intrapreneurship, which harnesses the entrepreneurial drive within an existing
organization to foster new ideas and creative thinking, gives companies the
problem-solving edge to succeed in an ever-changing world. To stay on top,
companies need to empower all their employees — their rebels, their trend
spotters, their communicators, their researchers — to find and implement new
ways of operating.
The Greenhouse Approach shows how companies and organizations can use creative
thinking to reimagine current norms and structures and develop a culture of
intrapreneurship, equipping them with the tools to anticipate and adapt to change.

ISBN: 9781459742857
BISAC 1: BUS025000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Leaves conventional thinking in the dust, instead teaching how to drive
innovation within an existing company
Shows managers and business leaders how to invigorate their teams and
organizations, transform corporate culture, and identify and empower agents
of change within their teams
Without repeating tired business-book advice, shows how to motivate
creative thinking and make it safe to take risks and disrupt entrenched
patterns that lock businesses in cycles of stagnant competition
Author is a marketing executive with over 20 years' experience in the tech
sector, and has been head of communications at Microsoft Canada, Director
of Marketing at TELUS, and Director of Operations at Open Text
REVIEWS
An insightful guide on the underlying roots of innovation thinking and
development. The Greenhouse Approach reveals what’s core and critical to your
innovation effectiveness through an intrapreneurial mindset.
Michele Romanow, serial entrepreneur, co-founder of Clearbanc and SnapSaves,
Dragon on CBC’s Dragons’ Den

Chitra Anand is an award-winning communications and
marketing executive with over twenty years' experience in the
technology industry. She has spent time as the head of
communications for Microsoft Canada, director of marketing at
Telus Corporation, and director of operations at OpenText. She
lives in Toronto.
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Waterloo You Never Knew
Life on the Margins
by Joanna Rickert-Hall
The history you don’t know is the most fascinating of all.
Waterloo, Ontario, could be any small Canadian community. Its familiar histories
privilege the “great accomplishments” of those who built the institutions we know
today: industry, government, and education. But what of those who were
marginalized, weird, and wonderful — real people who lived between the
boundaries of mainstream existence?
Waterloo You Never Knew reveals forgotten and little known tales of a community
in transition and reflects on those lives lived in infamy and obscurity, by choice or
by design. Meet the ex-slaves and cholera victims, the grave digging doctor, the
séance-loving politician, the rumrunner, and the sorcery-practising healer.
Come inside. See the Waterloo you never knew, revealed.

ISBN: 9781459742901
BISAC 1: HIS006000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A light, binge-readable guide to the quirks and oddities of Waterloo's history
— the kind of weird and wonderful local colour that doesn't make it into the
history books or onto commemorative plaques
Stories include the Underground Railroad in Waterloo, William Lyon
Mackenzie King's séances, and the intricate and dangerous Prohibition-era
bootlegging operations
Author received the 2015 Jean Steckle Award for Excellence in Heritage
Education
Author has appeared on local radio and TV discussing local history and is a
skilled presenter

Joanna Rickert-Hall is a social historian engaged in the
unending search for arcane and overlooked histories. She is
the 2015 recipient of the Jean Steckle Award for Excellence in
Heritage Education. Joanna lives in Waterloo, Ontario.
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Through, Not Around
Stories of Infertility and Pregnancy Loss
edited by Allison McDonald Ace, Ariel Ng Bourbonnais and Caroline
Starr
Everything doesn't (always) happen for a reason.
Infertility and pregnancy loss can be devastating, yet both are often private sorrows
for the one in six people who cope with the experience. This collection offers
personal stories about what it's like to go through the emotional and physical
facets of infertility, miscarriage, and pregnancy loss: the pain, sadness, and
desperation, the hope, humour, and frustration.
Through, Not Around offers reassurance to those in the midst of their own struggles
that they are not alone and that it is possible to find acceptance and strength on the
other side of grief. The way forward is by going through the grief, not around it.
Allison McDonald Ace, Ariel Ng Bourbonnais, and Caroline Starr are co-founders of
The 16 Percent, a website dedicated to sharing stories of pregnancy loss and
infertility. To read or share your story, visit the16percent.ca.
ISBN: 9781459742963
BISAC 1: HEA045000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Real, relatable stories of comfort and hope for readers suffering infertility and
pregnancy loss in silence
Confronts the stigma around such issues that leaves people feeling isolated,
unaware how common an experience it is
Authors operate The 16 Percent, a website and online community dealing
with infertility issues, and have appeared on CBC Metro Morning to discuss
their project
REVIEWS
To say this powerful book of essays is a fascinating read would be an
understatement. This invaluable book shows the challenges of fertility. Beautifully
written, these essays are full of love and hope. It’s like getting on the phone with
the best experts and your best friend at the same time. Highly recommended.
Rebecca Eckler, author Of Blissfully Blended Bullshit and executive editor of
SavvyMom.ca

Allison McDonald Ace is a writer and communications
manager for GoJava.ca, as well as the community board
member on the Maternal Mental Health Committee at
Sunnybrook Hospital. After experiencing a late-term
miscarriage with her second pregnancy, she became an
advocate for sharing stories of child loss to help others know
they aren’t alone. Allison lives with her son and husband in
Toronto.
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Caroline Starr is a writer, editor, and community advocate.
After being diagnosed at twenty-one with PCOS and later
suffering a miscarriage, Caroline became committed to
building a community surrounding infertility and miscarriage
and openly discussing their impact on families. She lives with
her son and partner in Toronto.
Ariel Ng Bourbonnais was diagnosed with premature ovarian
aging at the age of thirty-three. She found strength and
resolve in knowing that sharing her experience helps others.
She works for the University of Toronto and is in the process of
completing a memoir based on her personal experience with
infertility through U of T's Creative Writing program. She is a
proud Torontonian, wife, and (dog) mom.
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Snowhook
by Jo Storm
Hannah must rely on her survival instincts to endure a brutal ice storm and save
her family.
At first, when a massive ice storm traps fourteen-year-old Hannah and her family in
a remote cabin, it feels like a game to practise the survival skills she's been
learning. That all changes when an accident leaves her mother desperately low on
insulin. With no power and no way to contact the outside world, Hannah steals
away with the four family dogs tied to an old dogsled.
All she has to do is make it to the nearest cabin and find a working phone to save
the day. But a wrong turn and worsening weather leave her in grave danger and
saddled with an unexpected passenger. Hannah must use all her skills and
resourcefulness to get help for her family — before they all freeze to death in the
wilderness.

ISBN: 9781459743007
BISAC 1: YAF001020
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A wilderness thriller for young adults starring a teenage girl who uses her
survival and dog-training skills to save her family, herself, and a mysterious
stranger during a deadly ice storm
Remote northern setting and sled dogs play a major role in the compelling
action
Puts a premium on realism: Author is from the north and trains dogs in
wilderness skills
Author appeared in panel discussions and spots on the SciFi Network, speaks
at conventions, and is a seasoned interviewee

Jo Storm grew up in Muskoka and makes frequent pilgrimages
there to lean her back up against the Canadian Shield. She has
trained dogs in agility, obedience, and scent detection, and is a
dog sledder. She lives in northern Ontario.
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Blamed and Broken
The Mounties and the Death of Robert Dziekanski
by Curt Petrovich
A few fleeting seconds, captured on video, led to a frustrating search for justice
tainted by ego, bias, and a desire for vengeance.
Images of Robert Dziekanski convulsing after being shocked by a Mountie’s Taser
went viral in 2007. International outrage and domestic shame followed the release
of that painful video. It had taken just twenty-six seconds for four Mounties to
surround and stun the Polish would-be immigrant at Vancouver International
Airport.
A decade later, after millions of dollars spent on an inquiry, and bungled
prosecutions laden with bias and interference, the tragic impact of those fleeting
seconds on the people involved — Dziekanski's mother and the four Mounties — is
at last revealed.

ISBN: 9781459742932
BISAC 1: TRU002000
RIGHTS: CA, US
AWARDS
Dewey Divas and the Dudes Winter 2019
Pick - 2019

HIGHLIGHTS
An in-depth expose of the Robert Dziekanski Taser death and the years of
obstructed and bungled inquiries
Robert Dziekanski died after being shocked multiple times with Tasers by
RCMP officers, in a confrontation that took just 26 seconds. Dziekanski was
unarmed and not taking hostile actions
A multi-million-dollar inquiry went nowhere, and three of the four RCMP
officers remain on the force
Author is a CBC journalist who has covered the case since it began
REVIEWS
Everybody thinks they know what happened when Robert Dziekanski died while
being arrested by RCMP officers at the Vancouver airport in a Taser incident caught
on video that went viral. But Curt Petrovich does the courageous thing that all good
journalists do: He doesn't accept the official story, he digs for the uncomfortable
truths and he forces us to question our assumptions and our faith in the justice
system. You don't have to agree with all his conclusions to marvel at his detective
work, his gripping storytelling and his compassion for all those involved. You will
come away from the book shaken and enraged.
Julian Sher, author of Until you are Dead: Steven Truscott's Long Ride into History and
The Road to Hell

Curt Petrovich is an investigative journalist with over three
decades of experience reporting on national and international
stories for the CBC. He has followed the case of Robert
Dziekanski since he was was declared dead on October 14,
2007. Curt lives in Vancouver.
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Toronto Reborn
Design Successes and Challenges
by Ken Greenberg
foreword by David Crombie
afterword by Zahra Ebrahim
An incisive view of Toronto’s development over the last fifty years.
In Toronto Reborn, Ken Greenberg describes how the contours of a new Toronto can
be seen. Focusing on the period from 1970 to the present, the book looks at how
the work and decisions of citizens, NGOs, businesses, and governments have all
combined to refashion Toronto.
Individually and collectively, their actions — renovating buildings and
neighbourhoods, building startling new structures and urban spaces, revitalizing
old cultural institutions and creating new ones, and sponsoring new festivals and
events — have transformed the old postwar city, changing it into an exciting
modern one.

ISBN: 9781459743076
BISAC 1: ARC010000
RIGHTS: CA, US

Toronto, grafting itself onto old foundations, is experiencing a kind of rebirth —
arising vertically above its old self.
HIGHLIGHTS
Book explores decades of dramatic and inspiring changes to Toronto,
including the revitalization of the "Kings" corridor, Harbourfront, Regent Park,
Ryerson University, the Leslie Street Spit and other parks, and the Bentway
Touches on timely issues of redefinition and renewal of a multi-cultural city,
fueled by market forces and demographic pressures
Looks ahead to where Toronto, a locus for immigration, investment, and
development, will go from here
Author was part of the design team responsible for the creation of numerous
Toronto projects, including Harbourfront, the revitalization plan for Regent
Park, the Port Lands and Lower Don Lands revitalization plan
Author is the recipient of numerous awards, including the 2015 Community
Innovator Award from 8-80 Cities; 2014 Sustainable Buildings Canada
Lifetime Achievement Award

Ken Greenberg is an urban designer, teacher, and writer, whose
passion and advocacy for the city over the past decades has
involved him in virtually every aspect of its remarkable
transformation. He lives in Toronto.
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Quinn and the Quiet, Quiet
Weird Stories Gone Wrong | Weird Stories Gone Wrong, 6
by Philippa Dowding
Quinn might get used to the food, Work Bots, and creating the Blue Brick™…
but why are children all around him turning blue?
Quinn Fleet, 12, Packager, has only been at the Work Centre for three days, but
he’s already seen a Digger run away, been questioned, and been made to stand in
front of a crowd of children in the Grand Hall to apologize for breaking a Blue
Brick™. That's when he notices how blue everyone looks.
Why are the children turning blue? Why can they make the strange blue spark
when they snap their fingers? What’s the blue shimmer? And why do a renegade
Work Bot and an Officer want Quinn to lead the oldest children to the sanctuary of
the Quiet, Quiet?
But more than all that, what is the Quiet, Quiet, anyway?

ISBN: 9781459743106
BISAC 1: JUV037000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Sixth book in the hit Weird Stories Gone Wrong series for middle-grade
readers
Multi-award-nominated series for middle-grade readers (SYRCA Diamond
Willow, Silver Birch Express, Hackmatack)
Unusual, creepy, and intriguing stories from acclaimed Canadian author
Philippa Dowding
The fast-pace, short chapters, engaging illustrations, and strong writing will
keep children turning pages
“Goosebumps from north of the border” —Kirkus Reviews, for Myles and the
Monster Outside
Like Allan Stratton, Jonathan Auxier, and L.M. Falcone, Philippa Dowding can
write a fantastic creepy story for kids, but Philippa does it in 20,000 words or
less, which will be sure to engage even the most unwilling of readers!

By the same author:
Philippa Dowding is an award-winning children’s author, a
poet, and a copywriter. Her many literary nominations include
the Silver Birch Express, Red Cedar, and Red Maple awards.
She lives in Toronto.
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Heavy Flow
Breaking the Curse of Menstruation
by Amanda Laird
What do you know about your menstrual cycle?
Your menstrual cycle is your fifth vital sign — a barometer of health and wellness
that is as telling as your pulse or blood pressure. Yet most of us see our periods as
nothing more than a source of inconvenience and embarassment.
The reasons for this are vast and complex and many are rooted in misogyny. The
fact is, women the world over are taught the bare minimum about menstruation,
and the messages they do receive are negative: that periods are painful and gross,
that they turn us into hormonal messes, and that they shouldn't be discussed.
By examining the history of period shame and stigma and its effects on women’s
health and wellness today as well as providing a crash course in menstrual
self-care, Heavy Flow aims to lift the veil on menstruation, breaking the "curse"
once and for all.
ISBN: 9781459743137
BISAC 1: HEA024000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Tackles stigma and period shaming to unpack centuries of myths about
menstrual cycles and their role in health and wellness
Aims to help women reclaim the fifth vital sign of bodily health
Author hosts the podcast Heavy Flow, in which she covers taboo topics of
women's health
REVIEWS
Heavy Flow is the book I wish I had when I was a teenager and am glad to have
now. Amanda Laird answers questions you didn't even know you had about the
menstrual cycle, with topics ranging from political relevance, to practical
physiology, to nutritional support for people who menstruate.
— Kathleen Shannon, creative entrepreneur, author, and speaker

Amanda Laird is a feminist holistic nutritionist specializing in
menstrual health and is the host of Heavy Flow — a weekly
podcast dedicated to casual conversations about periods and
other taboo health and wellness topics. She lives in Toronto.
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The Avro Arrow
For the Record
by Palmiro Campagna
Declassified government records shed additional light on the cancellation and
subsequent destruction of the Avro Arrow.
The controversial cancellation of the Avro Arrow — an extraordinary achievement
of Canadian military aviation — continues to fire debate today. When the program
was scrapped in 1959, all completed aircraft and those awaiting assembly were
destroyed, along with tooling and technical information. Was abandoning the
program the right decision? Did Canada lose more than it gained?
Brimming with information to fill in gaps in the Arrow’s troubled history, and with
an update on the latest search for the scale models launched deliberately into
Lake Ontario as part of the test program, The Avro Arrow tackles the outstanding
questions head on.

ISBN: 9781459743175
BISAC 1: TRA002010
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A deep look at the infamous Avro Arrow, its devastating cancellation, and all
that might have been
Also gives an exciting preview at the future of the Arrow program, amid
suggestions that it be relaunched to replace Canada’s aging CF-18 fighter
fleet
Author previously wrote Storms of Controversy: The Secret Avro Arrow Files
Revealed and Requiem for a Giant: A.V. Roe Canada and the Avro Arrow and
consulted on the documentary The Sea Hunters: The Search for the Avro Arrow
Test Models

By the same author:
Palmiro Campagna is the author of Storms of Controversy: The
Secret Avro Arrow Files Revealed, Requiem for A Giant: A.V. Roe
Canada and the Avro Arrow, and The UFO Files: The Canadian
Connection Exposed. He lives in Ottawa.
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Gridiron Underground
Black American Journeys in Canadian Football
by James R. Wallen
Canada couldn’t guarantee them greatness but offered the freedom and
opportunity they needed to achieve it.
In 1951, Bernie Custis, a standout quarterback at Syracuse, had his invitation to the
national East-West All-Star game rescinded when the organizers discovered he
was black. In 1978, Warren Moon — the only player to be inducted into both the
Canadian and American football halls of fame — went unselected as a quarterback
in the NFL draft.
With the NFL insisting that a black player could not lead a team, generations of
promising athletes were denied a chance to compete at the highest levels. But
with their minds set on getting the recognition they deserved, many of them found
that Canadian teams were ready to welcome them aboard.

ISBN: 9781459743212
BISAC 1: BIO002010
RIGHTS: CA, US
AWARDS
Dewey Divas and the Dudes Winter 2019
Pick - 2019

Gridiron Underground tells the story of how talented Black American players who
were overlooked, ignored, or prevented from playing football in their home
country came to Canada, from the 1940s right through to the present day.
HIGHLIGHTS
Covers the history of black football players moving to Canada to find
opportunities denied them in the United States, from the 1940s to the
present day
Begins in the early days of the integration of football, introducing athletes
who broke the colour barrier in Canada from coast to coast
An in-depth look at an era where the NFL accepted black athletes, but not in
leadership positions, prompting many to pursue quarterback careers north of
the border
Also looks at the present day, and why Canada continues to be a viable
alternative to black players facing prejudice in the US
The 2015 Grey Cup drew 10 million viewers, proving the CFL is alive and
well and die-hard fans are hungry for serious coverage of their league, its
players, and their history
The snubbing of quarterback Colin Kaepernick demonstrates the continuing
relevance of this story as racial injustice is one of the biggest topics in sport

James R. Wallen is a writer and filmmaker. He has written
professionally for television, radio, the stage, and film,
including documentary, animated, and feature films. He has
also published two novels. His documentary film Gridiron
Underground aired on PBS in 2017. James lives in Sarnia,
Ontario.
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The Deserter
| Voyageur Classics, 31
by Douglas LePan
introduction by Scott Rayter
series edited by Michael Gnarowski
A new edition of the classic novel by Douglas LePan.
Returned from the ravages of war, met with a city that offers him only despair, a
young man finds himself caught between two opposing worlds — the ordered but
empty everyday life of “schedules and obligations,” and the hellish chaos of the
city’s underside, a dark world of brutality and vice. Gripped with a restless passion
for perfection, haunted by a brief and idealized experience of love, the hero of this
poetic, experimental novel lives out in a modern context that most universal of
myths: the descent into the underworld to experience initiations and ordeals, and
the return with new understanding to the upper world.

ISBN: 9781459743267
BISAC 1: FIC004000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A reissuing of a classic novel by Governor-General's Award–winner Douglas
LePan
A look at the colliding worlds of the sixties, through the lens of a timeless
myth of descent and redeption

AWARDS
Governor General's Award for Fiction 1964
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Douglas LePan was a veteran of the Second World War, a
distinguished diplomat, and the principal of University College,
University of Toronto. He won Governor General’s Awards for
poetry for his collection The Net and the Sword (1953) and for
fiction for his only novel, The Deserter (1964). He was made an
Officer of the Order of Canada in 1998.
Scott Rayter is an assistant professor, teaching stream, in the
Department of English and the Sexual Diversity Studies
program at the University of Toronto. He is the co-author of
Queer CanLit: Canadian LGBT Literature in English and the
co-editor of Queerly Canadian: An Introductory Reader in
Sexuality Studies. He lives in Toronto.
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A Doctor's Quest
The Struggle for Mother-and-Child Health Around the Globe
by Gretchen Roedde
A doctor grapples with the challenges of mother-and-child health in the
developing world.
Recounting medical missions in one-third of the forty-five countries in which she
has worked for the past thirty years in Africa, Asia, and, the Caribbean, and the South
Pacific, Dr. Gretchen Roedde shares the grim reality of world politics and
bureaucratic red tape on the front lines as a doctor in mother-and-child health and
HIV/AIDS.
This second edition updates the progress in reproductive, maternal, newborn,
child, and adolescent health (RMNCAH), with additional studies in Afghanistan,
Laos, South Sudan, and Nigeria. It tells the stories of the hopes of village women
struggling to give birth safely, of their often corrupt leaders, and of countries trying
to bring evil despots to justice. Roedde analyzes the encouraging momentum in
global maternal health while maintaining a focus on equity disparities within and
between countries.
ISBN: 9781459743328
BISAC 1: BIO017000
RIGHTS: World

By the same author:
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Gretchen Roedde, assistant professor at the Northern Ontario
School of Medicine, has been a physician in northern Ontario
since 1978. Working with Indigenous and marginalized
communities, she practises near Lake Temiskaming. She has
also worked as a public health doctor in the developing world,
specializing in mother-and-child health and HIV/AIDS.
Gretchen lives in Haileybury, Ontario.
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The Greatest Athlete (You've Never Heard Of)
Canada's First Olympic Gold Medallist
by Mark Hebscher
foreword by Ron MacLean
Canada's first Olympic gold medallist couldn't walk until he was ten, and became
the greatest runner of his generation.
Who was the first Canadian to Win an Olympic Gold Medal? When Mark Hebscher
was asked this simple trivia question, he had no idea that it would lead him on a
two year odyssey, researching a man he had never heard of.

Paralyzed as a child and told he would never walk again, George Washington Orton
persevered, eventually becoming the greatest distance runner of his generation, a
world-class hockey player, and a brilliant scholar. A sports pioneer, Orton came up
with the idea of numbered football jerseys and introduced ice hockey to
Philadelphia. Orton's 1900 Paris Olympic medals were credited to the United
States for seven decades before the mistake was uncovered and rectified. Yet he is
virtually unknown in Canada. Finally, his story is being told.
ISBN: 9781459743359
BISAC 1: BIO016000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
The story of Canada's first gold-medal Olympian and the greatest runner of
his generation
George Washington Orton's other achievements are just as impressive: he
spoke nine languages fluently, was a brilliant scholar, and introduced hockey
to Philadelphia
Despite all this, Orton is such an obscure figure now that even the
whereabouts of his historic gold medal were unknown until now
Author is a long-time sports broadcaster and journalist
REVIEWS
Mark Hebscher has brought to life George Washington Orton for all of us to enjoy
with his book The Greatest Athlete. Mark's research and writing skills combined
with his finding so many historic pictures capture a person and a time that had
escaped us. A job well done.
Jerry Howarth, veteran Toronto Blue Jays broadcaster

Mark Hebscher is a long-time broadcaster and journalist, best
known for his work on the ground-breaking TV show Sportsline
on Global Television. Mark has interviewed thousands of
people from the world of sports, entertainment, business, and
politics. He lives in Toronto.
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The Guinea Pig Club
Archibald McIndoe and the RAF in World War II
by Emily Mayhew
foreword by Harry and The Duke of Edinburgh
A truly inspiring tale about the history of the Guinea Pig Club.
Plastic surgery was in its infancy before the Second World War — the most
rudimentary techniques were known only to a few surgeons worldwide. The Allies
were tremendously fortunate in having the maverick surgeon Archibald McIndoe
operating at a small hospital in East Grinstead in the south of England. After arguing
with his superiors, McIndoe set up a revolutionary new treatment regime and
rightly secured his group of patients, dubbed the Guinea Pig Club, and honoured
place in society. Based on extensive research into official records and moving
first-person recollections, this extraordinary book brings home the heroism and
triumphs of this courageous band of men and contains updated material on how
their example is inspiring today’s wounded veterans.

ISBN: 9781459743458
BISAC 1: HIS027100
RIGHTS: CA, US

HIGHLIGHTS
Maverick surgeon Sir Archibald McIndoe was a pioneer in the plastic surgery
field, and is best known for saving and greatly improving the lives of the 649
Second World War “guinea pigs,” severely burned Royal Air Force pilots
A historical action-drama film of the same title, starring Richard E. Grant,
Jeremy Irvine and Sam Neill, is in production
Foreword written by HRH Prince Harry, who is an advocate for military
veterans
REVIEWS
The first authoritative investigation and analysis of a remarkable wartime
phenomenon. . . undoubtedly a significant contribution.
Dr Paul Addison, author of The Burning Blue

Emily Mayhew is a military medical historian and was the
featured historian on a new documentary on the Guinea Pig
Club, which was screened on BBC Four. She was also an
adviser on an award-winning Canadian documentary about the
club and a consultant on ITV’s award-winning drama Foyle’s
War.
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St. Luke Road
Border City Blues | Border City Blues, 4
by Michael Januska
The town of Ford is quickly becoming the main junction in the trafficking of
illegal liquor.
The town of Ford, the Border Cities’ knot of factories, machine shops, and depots
wedged between respectable Walkerville and residential Riverside, is quickly
becoming the main junction in the trafficking of illegal liquor. When Jack
McCloskey tries to regain his lost bootlegging territory, he and his gang are met
with some resistance from both labour and management.
Meanwhile Detective Campbell and Dr. Laforet are trying to figure out if recent
deaths in Ford are gang-related or industrial sabotage, and Pearl Shipley,
entertainment manager at McCloskey’s nightclub, finds out the hard way that a few
of the girls in her chorus line have been putting in overtime at a certain bawdy
house downtown.

ISBN: 9781459743427
BISAC 1: FIC022060
RIGHTS: World

Finally, McCloskey’s and Vera Maude’s honeymoon in Niagara Falls is cut short after
being twice postponed when a figure from his past resurfaces and he is called back
to the Border Cities.
HIGHLIGHTS
Fourth book in the Border City Blues series, which is often compared to the
HBO series Boardwalk Empire
“This is a writer to watch” — Margaret Cannon, Globe and Mail
Meticulously researched, with strict attention to historical detail
Media-friendly author with experience in television, radio, and print
interviews, as well as bookselling experience
REVIEWS
Januska has a real knack for character-building and for giving his books a realistic
feel; he nails the Prohibition ambience, capturing both the era's freewheeling
adventure and its violent underside.
Booklist, for Prospect Avenue

By the same author:
Michael Januska was born in Windsor and has worked with
books his whole life, both as a bookseller and for several book
publishers. Stories from the Border City Blues series have won
two consecutive Scene of the Crime short story prizes. He lives
in Toronto.
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The Wrecking Crew
Operation Colossus, 10 February 1941
by Bernd Horn
The incredible details of the bold, near-disastrous first Allied airborne
commando raid.
Audacious to the extreme, Operation Colossus was a raid in the early, dark days of
the Second World War, when Britain stood seemingly alone. After the country's
defeats in western Europe in 1940, Prime Minister Winston Churchill insisted on an
aggressive raiding campaign. Conducted on February 10, 1941, Operation Colossus
was one such raid, meant to steal back the initiative and create as much chaos for
the Axis powers as possible.
However, bad luck stalked the mission, as one mishap after another seemed to
foredoom the operation. In the aftermath, there were recriminations as well as
accolades. Few military operations have proven as controversial.

ISBN: 9781459743380
BISAC 1: HIS027100
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A seasoned military officer details the incredible daring, mishaps, and fallout
of the first Allied air commando raid of WWII
Operation Colossus was a bold attempt to steal back the inititiative from the
Axis powers
A nuanced and detailed retelling of a mission that remains controversial
decades later
Author is a retired Colonel in the Canadian Forces, military educator, and the
author or editor of over forty books on military campaigns, missions, and units

By the same author:
Colonel Bernd Horn is a retired Regular Force infantry officer
and military educator. Dr. Horn has authored, co-authored, and
edited more than forty books, including A Most Ungentlemanly
Way of War: The SOE and the Canadian Connection and No
Ordinary Men: Special Operations Forces Missions in Afghanistan.
He lives in Kingston, Ontario.
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Swimming with Horses
by Oakland Ross
An unlikely friendship between a Canadian teenager and a South African girl
sparks a journey to untangle an unsolved murder.
Eighteen-year-old Hilary Anson’s startling good looks and wanton ways scandalize
the denizens of sleepy Kelso County, but young Sam Mitchell is instantly
enthralled by his new friend. Over one sun-soaked summer, Hilary vastly improves
Sam’s equestrian skills, while dropping inscrutable details about her past in
apartheid-era South Africa. Mysteries mount until Hilary vanishes, leaving at least
one unsolved murder in her wake. Many years and two failed marriages later, Sam
sets out for South Africa, determined to crack the enigma of Hilary Anson. In doing
so, he finds himself confronting a shocking secret of his own.

ISBN: 9781459743540
BISAC 1: FIC019000
RIGHTS: World
AWARDS
Dewey Divas and the Dudes Winter 2019
Pick - 2019

HIGHLIGHTS
A literary thriller and coming-of-age story: A twice-divorced man reopens a
mystery involving a girl he knew as a teenager, who disappeared and left an
unsolved murder in her wake
Straddles the often-insulated world of small-town Canada and the explosive
field of South African politics
Explores themes of buried secrets and how notorious international events
sometimes point back to skeletons in our own closets
REVIEWS
The book is essentially a murder mystery, but it is also an exquisite literary
achievement.
Foreword Reviews

Oakland Ross has written two previous novels, a travel
memoir, and a short story collection. He worked as a foreign
correspondent for several years and received two National
Newspaper Awards and a National Magazine Award for fiction.
Oakland lives in Toronto.
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Wasted Time
by Edward Hertrich
A stark and honest memoir of thirty-five years spent in Canada’s prison system.
Born and raised in Toronto’s Regent Park, Edward Hertrich left high school in grade
eleven to start working. A year later, he started dealing drugs in earnest, beginning
a criminal career that resulted in him being incarcerated for thirty-five of his next
forty years.
In Wasted Time, Hertrich describes his time behind bars. Once considered a serious
threat to public safety, he spent much of his time at Millhaven Institution, a
maximum-security prison that housed four hundred of Canada’s most dangerous
inmates, including murderers, bank robbers, and gang members, as well as — for
most of his stay there — a gang of sadistic guards.

ISBN: 9781459743519
BISAC 1: BIO024000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
The prison memoir of Edward Hertrich, a survivor of 35 years in some of
Canada’s harshest prisons
Narrative is unpolished and frank, told in Hertrich's own words
Author is a reformed criminal who spent most of his life in prison and now
works to support rehabilitation and redemption
REVIEWS
Wasted Time is anything but that as a book! It’s a gritty, realistic, and highly relevant
look at poverty, criminal activity, and our penal system. There is nothing here that
trivializes the violence involved in a life of drug use or time spent behind bars. It’s a
stark – and very human – account of one man’s mistakes, as well as a society’s
miscalculations as to the true cost of crime and punishment. I’d recommend it as
essential reading material to anyone contemplating a life of crime, and highly
compelling reading material to anyone curious about why some people blindly
follow that path.
Neil Rowe, author & composer

Edward Hertrich spent decades in prison for crimes committed
in his youth. Having served his sentences and completed five
years on parole, he now strives to spread a clearer
understanding of life and redemption. Edward lives in Toronto,
Ontario.
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Screwed
How Women Are Set Up to Fail at Sex
by Lili Boisvert
translated by Arielle Aaronson
When it comes to sex and desire, women are screwed.
In film, on the page, in fashion, and in everyday life, women’s desire is routinely
shown as subordinate to men’s — when it isn’t suppressed altogether. Lili Boisvert
argues that there is one dominant principle behind heterosexual encounters: that
desire is a male phenomenon and women are merely its object. To change this
alienating system, she contends, we must start by facing it head-on.
From clothing to flirting, from our fascination with youth and innocence to the
orgasm gap, every aspect of women’s lives is dictated by their status as sex objects.
Is it any wonder that they are feeling sexually unfulfilled? In a series of
explorations of what desire looks like under patriarchy, Screwed sketches the
contours of what could be true sexual liberation for women, inside — and outside
— the bedroom.
ISBN: 9781459743571
BISAC 1: SOC065000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A sex-positive, feminist look at female desire, how it is silenced, suppressed,
and misrepresented, and what true sexual liberation looks like
Combats the misogynist concept of desire as an impulse that originates with
men and treats women as its objects
Author is the host of Sexplora on ICI Explora and co-creator of feminist
web-series Les Brutes on Télé-Québec
Addresses inequality within heterosexual relationships

Lili Boisvert is a journalist, columnist, and television host. She
hosted the show Sexplora, broadcast on ICI Explora, and is the
co-creator of the feminist webseries Les Brutes on
Télé-Québec. Lili lives in Montreal.
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The Sport and Prey of Capitalists
How the Rich Are Stealing Canada’s Public Wealth
by Linda McQuaig
The story of how we as a nation collectively built promising national projects and
are now selling them off to the rich.
For the first century after Confederation, Canadians collectively created significant
public enterprises and programs that transformed this vast stretch of land into a
successful nation, including power plants, coast-to-coast transportation systems, a
nationwide postal service, and public health care and education systems.
But after more than a century as nation builders, we’ve spent recent decades
downsizing or selling off these ambitious collective undertakings to private
investors. These sweeping changes have been made in the name of fiscal
necessity. But what’s really driving them is the pressure exerted by key financial
interests.

ISBN: 9781459743663
BISAC 1: POL042060
RIGHTS: World

Linda McQuaig tells a sweeping tale of how our public programs and enterprises
were first developed and how powerful interests are now manoeuvring to get
control of them.
HIGHLIGHTS
Discusses successful publicly-owned projects (Hyrdo plants, broadcasting,
highways, healthcare, education) and their main benefit to Canadians –
putting public goals before profits
Timely and controversial topic, especially following the government’s recent
decision to take ownership of the Trans Mountain pipeline
Author was an NDP candidate in the last federal election and has experience
being on the forefront of political controversy
Author is a longtime journalist and has written eight national bestsellers
dealing with similar economic and political themes

Linda McQuaig is a journalist and author of seven national
bestsellers. Her 1995 book Shooting the Hippo was selected as
one of the twenty-five most influential books of the past
twenty-five years by the Literary Review of Canada. She lives in
Toronto.
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Taking Up the Torch
Canada’s Eight Global Leadership Opportunities
by Sukanya Pillay
Is Canada going far enough in leading globally?
Canada may be the one country that can galvanize the international community to
creatively use the law to protect the hard-won democratic ideals, human rights,
and economic aspirations that have anchored (at times precariously) the
international order since the Second World War.
Effective Canadian leadership will depend on Canada moving beyond lip service
and rhetoric to concrete and practical action. And Canada will not only have to “up
its game,” but also be willing to be seen doing so at home and abroad.
Through accessible, persuasive storytelling and analysis, Taking Up the Torch shows
that Canada has a rare and unique opportunity to influence the future course of
world events and the corresponding impact upon Canadians.

ISBN: 9781459743632
BISAC 1: POL056000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Examines the ways Canada can step up as a global leader in democracy,
human rights, and economics
Argues that leadership is key in moving from ideas to practical action to
influence the future course of world events
Author is the Law Foundation of Ontario Scholar and a visiting professor at the
University of Windsor Faculty of Law, and has a extensive experience as a
pubic speaker

Sukanya Pillay is a lawyer, law professor, pubic speaker, and
writer. She is currently the Law Foundation of Ontario Scholar
and a visiting professor at the University of Windsor Faculty of
Law. Sukanya lives in Windsor, Ontario.
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New Ways of Understanding Autism
by Brigitte Harrisson and Lise St-Charles
with Kim Thúy
A new understanding of Autism Spectrum Disorder.
An autistic brain is different from a neurotypical brain: it is wired differently and
does not treat information the same way. In this book, the co-founders of the
SACCADE centre for expertise in autism care present a new way of understanding
Autism Spectrum Disorder.
In the form of questions and answers, the authors explain over fifty notions related
to the development of autism. They also give advice based on a new
understanding of ASD, which is increasingly echoed by medical professionals.
New Ways of Understanding Autism features anecdotes from the life of Brigitte
Harrisson, herself autistic, and that of writer Kim Thúy, mother of an autistic son.

ISBN: 9781459743601
BISAC 1: FAM048000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A comprehensive primer for understanding Autism Spectrum Disorder, for all
people affected by it
Introduces a new model pioneered at the SACCADE centre of expertise on
ASD
Both authors are experts on autism are originators of the SACCADE model,
and one has lived experience with autism
With stories contributed by Kim Thúy (author of the Governor General's
Award–winning novel Ru) on parenting child with autism

Brigitte Harrisson is a social worker and Lise St-Charles is a
supervisor and ASD specialist. They co-founded SACCADE,
centre of expertise in autism, in Quebec City. They lead a
multidisciplinary team that helps people with autism of all
ages to ensure healthy development while promoting their
well-being.
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Of Vengeance
by J.D. Kurtness
translated by Pablo Strauss
When you live for vengeance, no transgression is too small.
Life is uneventful for an average girl in a sleepy Quebec town. She loves animals,
long nature walks, and her parents — it’s a normal childhood. Then a terrible
accident leads her to discover that nothing compares to the thrill of violent
retribution.
Of Vengeance portrays the evolution of an innocuous girl next door into a brilliant,
cold-blooded killer, whose painstaking preparation makes every crime
untraceable, and whose faultless reasoning makes her all too sympathetic.

ISBN: 9781459743755
BISAC 1: FIC019000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Author won the Indigenous Voices Award for French Prose in 2018 for the
French version
Author is a member of the Innu Nation
Protagonist is a psychopath and a brilliant, cold-blooded killer
Literary fiction with suspenseful elements

J.D. Kurtness won the Indigenous Voices Award for French
Prose in 2018 for her novel De vengeance . She lives in
Montreal.
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Blissfully Blended Bullshit
The Uncomfortable Truth of Blending Families
by Rebecca Eckler
Rebecca Eckler’s newest book chronicles the hard truth of what it’s really like to
make a blended family.
Blissfully Blended Bullshit is a witty, engaging, refreshingly candid chronicle of a
modern family’s journey as they blend households. We follow Eckler as her partner
and two children move in with her and her daughter. Then, they add another baby
to the mix, thanks to a reverse vasectomy. Readers go along for the ride in this
poignant, often hilarious tale as everyone attempts to navigate their new roles: the
children, in-laws, exes, ex-in-laws, and even the dog.
Lighthearted and intimate, this is an indispensable story of a family determined to
make blended splendid, and the juicy truth of what it’s really like behind the
closed doors, in this rapidly-growing family makeup.

ISBN: 9781459743939
BISAC 1: FAM006000
RIGHTS: CA, US

HIGHLIGHTS
An honest look at the difficulties of blending two families into one
Topic is at the forefront of many peoples' minds, as divorce and re-marrying
rates soar and new couples must navigate blending lives and families
together
Author is a journalist, columnist, blogger, and bestselling author of nine
books, including Knocked Up: Confessions of a Modern Mother-to-be and The
Mommy Mob: Inside the Outrageous World of Mommy Bloggers. Eckler is also
the executive editor of Savvymom.ca, Canada’s largest parenting website.

Rebecca Eckler is a journalist, columnist, blogger, and
bestselling author of nine books, including Knocked Up:
Confessions of a Modern Mother-to-be . Eckler is also the
executive editor of Savvymom.ca, Canada’s largest parenting
website. She lives in Toronto.
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Ready to Come About
by Sue Williams
Three hundred nautical miles from shore, I‘m cold and sick and afraid. I pray for
reprieve. I long for solid ground. And I can‘t help but ask myself, What the hell
was I thinking?
When Sue Williams set sail for the North Atlantic, it wasn’t a mid-life crisis. She had
no affinity for the sea. And she didn’t have an adventure-seeking bone in her body.
In the wake of a perfect storm of personal events, it suddenly became clear: her
sons were adults now; they needed freedom to figure things out for themselves;
she had to get out of their way. And it was now or never for her husband, David, to
realize his dream to cross an ocean, so she’d go too.
Ready to Come About is the story of a mother’s improbable adventure on the high
seas and her profound journey within, through which she grew to believe that
there is no gift more precious than the liberty to chart one’s own course, and that
risk is a good thing … sometimes, at least.
ISBN: 9781459743908
BISAC 1: BIO034000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Follows the author and her husband on a year-long sailing trip through the
North Atlantic
This book has received endorsements from Miriam Toews and Barbara Kyle
Inspirational story of two individuals taking on a life-long dream
REVIEWS
An entertaining, deceptively profound memoir. I love Sue’s book, a startling,
swashbuckling sea adventure, and all the hilarious and terrifying details of that,
combined with the very personal story of lost connections and deep love. It is a
remarkable story — heroic and inspiring.
Miriam Toews, author of Women Talking

Sue Williams earned a degree in occupational therapy from
Queen’s University, and practised OT for over thirty years. In
2016, she left the health care field to focus on writing. Sue
lives in Guelph, Ontario.
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The Ontario Craft Cider Guide
by Jeannie Dubois
A guide to Ontario’s craft cider industry.
Somewhere between the malt and hop madness of Ontario craft beer and the
tannic to velour ripeness of VQA wine is the newly emerging expression of Ontario
hard craft cider — fruity and crisp, juicy and refreshing.
Bringing the farm to the table, Ontario craft cideries are forging an enticing new
industry by fermenting locally grown apples into bright and tasty ciders. Navigate
the array of recently opened producers, apple varieties, and cider styles with this
expert guide.

ISBN: 9781459743991
BISAC 1: CKB088000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A complete guide to Ontario hard cider following the recent rise of
popularity of the fruity and crisp beverage
Provides information on apple varieties, cider styles, cider producers,
festivals, and cider-centric pubs to visit
Author is a Sommelier with a love for cider, and has certified by the U.S.
Association of Cider Makers. She is also certified in Cider and Perry Production

Jeannie Dubois is a certified sommelier and certified cicerone
beer server. Her love of cider was ratified through her cider
certification with the U.S. Association of Cider Makers and
certification in cider and perry production at Cornell University.
She lives in Thunder Bay, Ontario.
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Father Sweet
by J.J. Martin
A shocking tale of secrets, guilt, and clerical child abuse.
In 1978, Blackburn Hamlet is a typical suburban village in eastern Ontario, with
French and English schools, a vibrant Catholic community, and a predator priest.
When charismatic Father Sweet invites his favourite altar boy on a camping trip, his
parents insist he go. Alone together in the woods, the two enter a battle of wits
that will change their lives forever.
Years later, both grapple with choices they’ve made. As they struggle to redefine
themselves in society, they reckon with changing morals, and a new century’s view
of religion.
Father Sweet is a timely and moving story about Canada’s complicity in religious
child abuse, unveiling not just dark personal secrets, but a large-scale conspiracy
entangling children, families, and nations.
ISBN: 9781459743960
BISAC 1: FIC019000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Recovering from childhood sexual abuse by his parish priest, a man discovers
his father facilitated abuse for thousands of children during the Indian
Residential Schools crisis
Novel is inspired by real events, including a Canadian priest who became
active in the Hollywood scene and was excommunicated from Rome, the
founding of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and pedophilic
Latin-American based Apostolic Societies
Reads as a fast-paced memoir, a road trip, historical fiction, and a gripping
thriller

J.J. Martin grew up Catholic in Ontario and pursued graduate
studies in Anthropology of Religion at the University of Ottawa.
His articles have appeared in multiple news outlets, including
the Globe and Mail. He lives in Toronto.
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The Stone Frigate
The Royal Military College's First Female Cadet Speaks Out
by Kate Armstrong
A memoir from the first female cadet admitted to the Royal Military College of
Canada.
Kate Armstrong was an ordinary young woman eager to leave an abusive childhood
behind her when she became the first female cadet admitted to the Royal Military
College of Canada. As she struggled for survival in the ultimate boys’ club, she
called on her fierce and humourous spirit to push back against the whims of a
domineering and patriarchal organization. Later in life, feeling unfulfilled in her
post-military career, she realized that finding her true path forward meant she had
to go back to the beginning and revisit the truth of what she had experienced all
those years ago.

ISBN: 9781459744059
BISAC 1: BIO008000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Kate Armstrong escaped an abusive family to become the first female cadet
at the Royal Military College
A story of survival, first of a sexual assault and then of a profoundly hostile
military culture in the 1980s
Author was an officer in the Canadian military and writes candidly and
forcefully about what it was like for trailblazing women
REVIEWS
The Stone Frigate is a harrowingly honest account of one woman’s experience in
the military. With unflinching wit and candour, Kate Armstrong forces us to look at
the uncomfortable intersection between power and sexism and into the darkest
corners of human nature. The result is an astonishing memoir – I couldn’t put it
down.
Alison Pick, Booker-nominated author of Strangers With the Same Dream and Between
Gods

Kate Armstrong worked as a military officer and an electricity
trader before realizing her dream was to be a writer. She lives
in Nelson, B.C.
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Food Security
From Excess to Enough | Point of View, 9
by Ralph C. Martin
More respect for food and ecological relationships could connect adequate,
healthy consumption to sufficient, sustainable production.
The current food system is opaque with its huge fields of monocrops and confined
animal feeding operations, elevators, complex transport systems, food technology
plants, and source-obscuring distribution and retail outlets. This story of modern
agriculture is tied to the adolescent-like assumption that economic growth will
prevail.
Two-thirds of health care costs in Canada can now be attributed to chronic diseases
associated with unhealthy eating. Furthermore, about one billion extra people
could be fed globally if we applied the best current methods to reduce wasted
food.

ISBN: 9781459744028
BISAC 1: BUS072000
RIGHTS: World

If we live in the context of dynamic stability rather than in servitude to economic
growth, and adapt to live with enough food, then we can enhance our freedom to
be mature people of awareness and satisfaction.
HIGHLIGHTS
Author has a Ph.D. in Plant Science from McGill University
Author is a professor at the University of Guelph and also taught at the Nova
Scotia Agricultural College
Author was the Loblaw Chair in Sustainable Food Production from 2011 to
2016
Book looks at mainstream agriculture in Canada and the detrimental effect it
has on the environment and its future implications

Ralph C. Martin earned a Ph.D. in Plant Science at McGill
University. In 2001, he founded the Organic Agriculture Centre
of Canada. From 2011 to 2016, he was the Loblaw Chair in
Sustainable Food Production at the University of Guelph, where
he is still a professor. Ralph lives in Kitchener, Ontario.
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The Court of Better Fiction
Three Trials, Two Executions, and Arctic Sovereignty
by Debra Komar
In its rush to establish dominion over the North, Canada executed two innocent
Inuit men.
In 1921, the RCMP arrested two Copper Inuit men under suspicion that the two had
murdered their uncle. Both men confessed to the crime through a police
interpreter, though the “confession” was highly questionable.
The Canadian government used the case to plant their flag in the north, but the
trial quickly became a master class in judicial error. Correspondence among the key
players reveals that the trial’s outcome was decided months before the court was
even convened. Authorities were so certain of a conviction that the executioner
and gallows were sent north before the trial began.

ISBN: 9781459744080
BISAC 1: TRU002000
RIGHTS: CA, US

The precedent established Canada’s legal relationship with the Inuit, who would
spend the next seventy-seven years fighting to regain their autonomy and
Indigenous rule of law. Drawing on documents long buried in restricted files in the
National Archives, The Court of Better Fiction reveals the disgraceful incident and its
fallout in unprecedented detail.
HIGHLIGHTS
The story of how the Canadian government held a kangaroo court that
convicted and executed two innocent men, in order to assert their authority
over the Canadian North
Draws on original sources long kept secret in restricted national archives to
reveal a damning picture of government meddling in a murder trial
Correspondence between officials reveals they had decided the verdict —
and sent an executioner and gallows — before the trial even began
Author is a fellow of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences who
investigated human rights violations for the UN, and is a frequent expert
witness in court cases

Debra Komar’s books have won numerous honours, including
the Canadian Authors Award for History. A Fellow of the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences, she investigated
human rights violations for the United Nations and Physicians
for Human Rights, testifying as an expert witness at The Hague
and across North America. She lives in Scarborough.
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All We Knew But Couldn't Say
by Joanne Vannicola
Joanne Vannicola grew up in a violent home with a physically abusive father and
a mother who had no sexual boundaries.
After Joanne is pressured to leave home at fourteen, encouraged by her mother to
seek out an acting career, she finds herself in a strange city, struggling to cope with
her memories and fears. She makes the decision to cut her mother out of her life,
and over the next several years goes on to create a body of work as a successful
television and film actor. Then, after fifteen years of estrangement, Joanne learns
that her mother is dying. Compelled to reconnect, she visits with her, unearthing a
trove of devastating secrets.
Joanne relates her journey from child performer to Emmy Award–winning actor,
from hiding in the closet to embracing her own sexuality, from conflicted daughter
and sibling to independent woman. All We Knew But Couldn’t Say is a testament to
survival, love, and Joanne’s fundamental belief that it is possible to love the
broken, and to love fully, even with a broken heart.
ISBN: 9781459744226
BISAC 1: BIO026000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A rare memoir of child abuse perpetrated by mothers
A tale of unusual encounters – from a violent childhood, to the audition
rooms of Julliard, to Hollywood, and back to Toronto
Tells the story of a lesbian woman coming out in Hollywood, even before
Ellen DeGeneres had
Very timely exploration of abuse, mental health, women’s rights, feminism,
troubled childhood, grief, and love
Author is an Emmy-nominated actress who is comfortable speaking to media,
hosting events, giving interviews, and public speaking
REVIEWS
A story fit for this time and the landscape of our culture. Incredibly raw, moving,
and honest. Joanne has survived so much and come out triumphant. A book worth
reading.
Denys Arcand, Oscar-winning filmmaker

Joanne Vannicola is an Emmy Award–winning actor who has
worked in theatre, film, and television. She has also written
and produced several plays and developed screen projects. A
fierce advocate for LGBTQ+ rights, she lives in Toronto.
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A Grander Vision
My Life in the Labour Movement
by Sid Ryan
A stirring, heartfelt manifesto written by a man who fervently believes in what
workers with their civil society allies can achieve for the good of all.
Sid Ryan, one of Canada’s most courageous and progressive union leaders, draws
on the experience of his varied and colourful life to show what is right with the
labour movement, what is wrong, and what has to change if it is to avoid becoming
irrelevant.
He calls for the adoption of Social Movement Unionism, in which labour forges an
alliance with other progressive elements in civil society, taking up the cause of
young people, precarious workers, and immigrants. He demands a renewed
commitment to the NDP, the party that was built by unions, and he argues that the
LEAP Manifesto should become the pillars of the movement in Canada.

ISBN: 9781459744257
BISAC 1: POL013000
RIGHTS: World

A Grander Vision is a stirring, heartfelt manifesto written by a man who fervently
believes in what workers with their civil society allies can achieve for the good of
all.
HIGHLIGHTS
Sid Ryan has long been a major, widely recognized figure in Canada’s union
movement.
Ryan’s own story, from his childhood in Ireland to his experience as an
immigrant, is told with rare insight and affection.
The inside story of the unions’ confrontation with the Rae government over
the Social Contract offers fresh insight into a tense historical moment.
Ryan gives a shocking perspective regarding the relationships among unions
and the politics practised by movement leaders.
The concluding chapter outlines a fresh, positive and energizing path
forward.
REVIEWS
Sid Ryan’s unapologetic commitment to the class struggle at home, and social
justice internationally, made him a controversial union leader. That controversy
will be stoked by his readiness to expose weaknesses in the movement that was
such a fundamental part of his life. But here too he is unapologetic, rightly
convinced that honest self-examination is fundamental to the working class
reaching its potential as a social force.
Sam Gindin, author and former research director of the Canadian Autoworkers Union

Sid Ryan served three terms as the president of the Ontario
Federation Labour, where he represented over one million
workers. Previously, he had served eight terms as president of
CUPE Ontario and general vice-president of CUPE National for
seventeen years. He lives in Whitby, Ontario.
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Art and Politics
The History of the National Arts Centre
by Sarah Jennings
The history of the National Arts Centre in Ottawa.
This is the story of the creation and the first five decades of one of Canada’s
pre-eminent cultural organizations. While it documents the history of Canada’s
National Arts Centre in Ottawa, it also tells the story of the arts in Canada from the
1960s to 2018.
The story breaks down into three parts: the years of creation and early growth,
fuelled by the talent and resources generated by Canada’s 1967 Centennial
celebration; the turbulent middle years, marked by a dearth of funds and political
disinterest; and finally the “renaissance,” when the decision is made to restore and
recast the organization to provide continuing benefit to the performing arts in
Canada’s capital and the country at large.

ISBN: 9781459744523
BISAC 1: HIS006020
RIGHTS: World

Written in a documentary style, moving from episode to episode, the story is
enriched by the personal memories of those who participated in it, including the
leading artists, managers, officials, and politicians who were involved.
HIGHLIGHTS
Second edition of the 2009 book that was shortlisted for the Ottawa Book
Awards, examining the creation, growth, setbacks, and eventual "renaissance"
of the National Arts Centre (NAC)
Updates the book through the last decade, with a focus on the years that
Peter Herrndorf was CEO of the NAC
Features personal memories and stories from leading artists, managers,
politicians, and officials involved in NAC's creation and development
The author's work has been featured on CBC, BBC, The Globe and Mail,
National Post, Financial Post, and The Wall Street Journal

By the same author:
Sarah Jennings is a journalist, commentator, and author. Her
work has been featured on CBC and BBC, and in The Globe and
Mail , the National and Financial Post , and The Wall Street
Journal. She was a lecturer at Carleton University’s School of
Journalism for twelve years. She lives in Ottawa.
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Jacintha
by Lorraine Davies
Some kinds of love can only be endured.
Richard Wilson and his wife, Carol, are injured in a landslide that destroys their
home and takes the life of their student boarder. Richard, still shaken but physically
healed, returns to teaching as a professor of English literature.
When a beautiful young woman, Jacintha Peters, enrols in his seminar on The
Tempest, he gradually falls under her spell. But on the verge of succumbing to his
desire, he receives information that shatters his belief in himself as a moral man.
He tries to distance himself from Jacintha, but she has other plans that can only
lead to more anguish for everyone involved.

ISBN: 9781459744554
BISAC 1: FIC019000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
About a daughter who seeks out the father she never knew and then tries to
seduce him out of revenge
Also about the breakdown of Richard's marriage after tragedy
The book has a unique meta-fictional component that shows in the use of an
introduction and emails (all by the “author”) as framing devices
Debut novel by an author who has several published short stories

Lorraine Davies has published short stories in Room, Event, The
New Orphic Review, and Grain. She lives in Vancouver.
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Day Nine
A Postpartum Depression Memoir
by Amanda Munday
A harrowing memoir about a woman’s struggle with postpartum depression.
Nine days after the birth of her daughter, Amanda was involuntarily admitted to a
Toronto psychiatric ward for postpartum depression (PPD). The typical
hold-and-release process in Ontario is seventy-two hours. She stayed eighteen
days.
New parent sleep deprivation is familiar, but Munday’s tumultuous experience with
depression is one rarely discussed within parent communities. Any mental illness
comes with a strong public stigma, and with mental illness connected to
motherhood, the judgments run deep. Through her experiences, Munday presents
the harsh realities of new parenthood and the quiet suffering postpartum
depression commands.

ISBN: 9781459744455
BISAC 1: BIO026000
RIGHTS: World

Day Nine is an intimate memoir that reads like a freight train, revealing how
common life transitions — childbirth and parenthood — can unravel into a medical
emergency few new parents are prepared for.
HIGHLIGHTS
A real account of one mother's struggle with postpartum depression
Confronts the stigma against postpartum depression and other mental health
concerns that so often leave women feeling isolated, unaware how common
an experience it is
Author is an advocate for women’s rights who has been published in the
Globe and Mail, Quartz and the Toronto Star
REVIEWS
An intimate and honest portrait of a family’s journey through postpartum
depression. This book will be a godsend to any mother who finds herself stuck in a
swamp of anxiety and self-doubt and who is struggling to find her way out.
Ann Douglas, author, The Mother of All Pregnancy Books

Amanda Munday is an advocate for women’s rights. Her work
has been published in the Globe and Mail, Quartz , and the
Toronto Star . She received the Toronto Community
Foundation’s Vital People Award in 2012. She lives in Toronto
with her husband and two children.
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La Constitution canadienne
by Yan Campagnolo and Adam Dodek
La Constitution canadienne est un livre introductif sur la loi suprême du pays.
La Constitution canadienne rend la loi suprême du pays plus facilement accessible
aux lecteurs. Le livre comprend des commentaires visant à expliquer le sens des
dispositions des lois constitutionnelles de 1867 et de 1982, un glossaire des
termes clés, une courte histoire de la Constitution et une chronologie des
évènements marquants. De plus, la Constitution canadienne explique le
fonctionnement de la Cour suprême du Canada et présente les acteurs et les
enjeux liés aux plus importantes décisions constitutionnelles.
Adam Dodek et Yan Campagnolo, qui sont tous deux professeurs de droit à
l’Université d’Ottawa, fournissent un index de la Constitution canadienne et
exposent des faits fascinants à propos de la Cour suprême du Canada et de la
Constitution. Ce livre est un excellent ouvrage introductif pour les personnes qui
découvrent la Constitution du Canada pour la première fois ainsi qu’un ouvrage de
référence utile pour les étudiants et les experts.
ISBN: 9781459744424
BISAC 1: POL022000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Explains each section of the Constitution in clear, concise language
A valuable resource for students, particularly those beginning to study the
Constitution
Co-author Adam Dodek is an award-winning law professor at the University of
Ottawa's Faculty of Law and a legal specialist on the Constitution
The first and second editions of the English-language version have sold
7500.

By the same author:
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Adam Dodek est le doyen de la Section de common law de
l’Université d’Ottawa. Son enseignement et ses recherches
portent sur la Constitution canadienne et la Cour suprême du
Canada. Il a travaillé aux cours suprêmes du Canada et d’Israël
ainsi qu’à la Cour d’appel des États-Unis. Adam vit à Ottawa.
Yan Campagnolo est professeur de droit à la Section de
common law de l’Université d’Ottawa. Son enseignement et
ses recherches portent sur la Constitution canadienne et le
Cabinet. Il a travaillé à la Cour suprême du Canada et au Bureau
du Conseil privé. Yan vit à Ottawa.
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The Commander
The Life And Times of Harry Steele
by Fred Langan
One of the great entrepreneurial success stories of Newfoundland and Canada.
Harry Steele was born in Musgrave Harbour, an isolated outport on the eastern
coast of Newfoundland. Harry went to university, joined the naval reserve, and
became a lieutenant commander in the Royal Canadian Navy. He quit in 1974 — he
didn’t like the new green uniforms — and went into business.
Using money he made in the stock market and his wife Catherine’s real estate
investments, he bought control of struggling Eastern Provincial Airways. He made it
a success and sold it to Canadian Pacific Airlines several years later. He was highly
successful with his other investments, including the trucking and ferry service
company Clark Transport and the radio broadcasting company Newfoundland
Capital Corporation.
Harry Steele is a Newfoundland success story. He stays true to his roots, living in
Gander, Newfoundland.
ISBN: 9781459744622
BISAC 1: BIO003000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A small-town success story based in Newfoundland
The story of one of Canada's most successful entrepreneurs, from humble
beginnings in an isolated area of Newfoundland to a highly successful
investor
Author is a previous host of CBC nightly business news, and has written for
The Economist , the Daily Telegraph, the Christian Science Monitor, and the
Globe and Mail

By the same author:
Fred Langan is a writer and journalist, and was host of the CBC
nightly business news. He splits his time between Toronto and
Knowlton, Quebec.
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The Gamer's Guide to Getting the Girl
by Kristine Scarrow
Strategy is everything when it comes to gaming — and girls.
Zach is used to living in a world of legendary battles, epic journeys, and life and
death situations. As a gamer, he is hardwired for adventure, even though it’s from
the comfort of his parents’ couch. But nothing has prepared him for battling the
biggest storm in Saskatchewan’s history.
On top of this, Zach has finally met the girl of his dreams, but he finds himself
helping everyone else stay safe while his best friend spends time with her. What
Zach doesn’t realize is that love always finds its way when you’ve found the right
person — and are ready to risk it all to save the day.

ISBN: 9781459744769
BISAC 1: YAF001000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A teen who prefers video game adventures from the comfort of home to
real-life action must risk everything to save his family from a massive storm
Author has written several successful YA novels including The 11th Hour, If
This Is Home, and Throwaway Girl. She teaches writing as a healing art at St.
Paul's Hospital.

By the same author:
Kristine Scarrow is the author of the young adult novels The
11th Hour, If This Is Home, and Throwaway Girl. She is currently
the writer-in-residence at St. Paul’s Hospital, where she
teaches writing as a healing art in the community. Kristine lives
in Saskatoon.
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Petra's Ghost
by C.S. O'Cinneide
A man's pilgrimage becomes something from his darkest nightmares when
secrets arise and ghosts haunt his path.
A woman has vanished on the Camino de Santiago, the ancient five-hundred-mile
pilgrimage that crosses northern Spain. Daniel, an Irish expat, walks the lonely trail
carrying his wife, Petra’s, ashes, along with the damning secret of how she really
died.
When he teams up to walk with sporty California girl Ginny, she seems like the
perfect antidote for his grieving heart. But a nightmare figure begins to stalk them,
and his mind starts to unravel from the horror of things he cannot explain.
Unexpected twists and turns echo the path of the ancient trail they walk upon. The
lines start to blur between reality and madness, between truth and the lies we tell
ourselves.
ISBN: 9781459744684
BISAC 1: FIC019000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A grieving Irish ex-pat starts a journey on the Camino de Santigo seeking
redemption, but finds himself haunted by a past that refuses to be left behind
Examines the haunting cyclical nature of guilt
Inspired by a real-life abduction and murder of an American woman who
walked the pilgrimage in 2015
The novel reads as accurately as a guidebook with detailed descriptions of
places, artifacts, and culture. All the details in the book are geographically
and historically accurate
Author walked the Camino de Santiago in 2015; her familiarity with the route
shows up in her detailed descriptions of the architecture and landscapes, and
the underlying uneasiness of having walked alone during a time when there
were several reports of attempted abduction
Author hosts a book blog called She Kills Lit, where she interviews and
reviews books by female-identifying authors of thriller and noir.

C.S. O'Cinneide is a writer and a blogger on her website, She
Kills Lit. Her short stories have appeared in journals such as
untethered and Minola Review, as well as in Mantid Magazine
and on the podcast No Extra Words . She lives in Guelph,
Ontario.
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Unconventional Candour
by George Smitherman
George Smitherman tells all about his successes and failures as a politician — in
Ontario's legislature and in Toronto's city hall — and shares the joys and sorrows
of his personal life.
From modest beginnings, George Smitherman rose to become one of the most
powerful politicians in Ontario and then plunged back down to earth, defeated by
one of the most notorious: Rob Ford — and again in the Toronto municipal election
of 2018, a victim of Doug Ford's unprecedented reduction of the size of city
council . This memoir takes readers on the roller-coaster ride of his career and his
personal life as a gay man struggling with the constraints of society and family.

ISBN: 9781459744653
BISAC 1: BIO010000
RIGHTS: World

Along the way, gain candid insights into the hardball politics of city hall and the
provincial legislature, and the Liberal government under Dalton McGuinty,
including accomplishments like prescription drug reforms and the green energy
plan, and the so-called scandals of eHealth, Ornge, and gas plants. Learn how he
lost the mayoral race to Ford but managed to rebound from that defeat, as well as
from the suicide of his husband.
HIGHLIGHTS
Author is one of the most impactful politicians Canada has seen in the past
twenty years
Candid memoir of a life in Canadian politics, from immense power to a
downfall at the hands of Rob Ford
The
author's
political
career
spans
the
Peterson/Rae/Eves/McGuinty/Wynne/Ford eras
Touches on professional but also personal life of the author, a gay man
struggling with societal and family constraints
The author has a high public profile and makes regular appearances on
television panels

George Smitherman spent nearly forty years in politics,
eventually rising to become a senior minister and deputy
premier in the Ontario government. He lives in Toronto.
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Street Shadows
by Claire Gilchrist
Two coyote friends must learn how to survive when human development
threatens their homes.
Pica and Scruff, two young coyotes, are both born in the heart of a large city. Pica
has a loving family and lives on a peaceful golf course. Scruff was abandoned at
birth and adopted by a mysterious older coyote named Jagger.
Despite their differences, Pica and Scruff meet and become friends. Their
friendship is put to the test, however, when Scruff learns that Pica’s family may
have been involved in the death of his own family. The fragile peace is further
disrupted when construction begins, demolishing the place Scruff and Jagger live.
Scruff must decide who to trust in order to survive and find a new place to call
home.

ISBN: 9781459744714
BISAC 1: JUV002250
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Two young coyotes living in a big city learn that survival is hard, but
friendship is even harder.
Takes place in a city that is a composite of Vancouver and Calgary. The plot is
meticulously researched and based almost exclusively on real events
recorded through a coyote reporting telephone line in Vancouver.
Coyotes are increasingly present in large cities, leading to public debates
about animal-human relations
Author is a middle school teacher who spent time working with the
Co-Existing with Coyotes program through Stanley Park Ecological Society
tin Vancouver, B.C.

Claire Gilchrist is a writer, teacher, and coyote lover. She is an
outdoor enthusiast who enjoys spending time in the mountains.
Claire lives in Vancouver, B.C.
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A Trail Called Home
Tree Stories from the Golden Horseshoe
by Paul O'Hara
An exploration of trees in the Golden Horseshoe and the stories they tell.
Trees define so much of Canadian life, but many people, particularly in the Golden
Horseshoe area of Ontario, don’t know that much about them. Granted, it is harder
here: there are more trees that are native to this area than anywhere else in
Canada.
The great storytellers of the landscape, trees are looking glasses into the past.
They speak of biology, ecology, and geology, as well as natural and human history.
Through a greater understanding of trees, we can become more rooted to the land
beneath our feet, and our place in it.

ISBN: 9781459744790
BISAC 1: NAT034000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
An expert exploration of trees in the Golden Horseshoe; where there are
more native trees than in any other area of Canada
Describes trees as storytellers, teaching us about biology, ecology, geology,
and natural and human history
Author is a plant expert, field botanist, and landscape designer

Paul O’Hara is a field botanist, landscape designer, and native
plant gardening expert. He is the owner of Blue Oak Native
Landscapes. Paul lives in Hamilton, Ontario.
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Spin
by Colleen Nelson
An aspiring teenage DJ must learn how to navigate life when people find out
that she's the daughter of a famous singer.
Fifteen-year-old Delilah “Dizzy” Doucette lives with her dad and brother above
their vintage record store, the Vinyl Trap. She’s learning how to spin records from
her brother’s best friend, and she’s getting pretty good. But behind her bohemian
life, Dizzy and her family have a secret: her mom is the mega-famous singer
Georgia Waters. When this secret is revealed to the world, Dizzy’s life spins out of
control. She must decide what is most important to her — the family she has or the
family she wants.

ISBN: 9781459744967
BISAC 1: YAF018000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Features a strong, intelligent female lead who is learning to embrace her
own identity as a musician, while coming to terms with a famous mother
Explores themes of family tension, complicated home life, abandonment,
fame, and coming of age
Features a family headed by a single dad
Will appeal to music fans, aspiring musicians and DJs, and both individuals
who are interested in electronic music and those who enjoy vintage vinyl
Author has penned two successful YA novels, Blood Brothers and Sadia

By the same author:
Colleen Nelson is a teacher and award-winning YA author. Her
previous novels include Blood Brothers and Sadia. She lives in
Winnipeg.
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The Diamond Mistake Mystery
The Great Mistake Mysteries | The Great Mistake Mysteries, 4
by Sylvia McNicoll
Four-year-old Pearl claims that a pirate stole the rare Blushing Diamond, but
everyone’s a pirate on Halloween.
Dogwalker Stephen Noble has been recruited to walk his four-year-old reading
buddy, Pearl Lebel, to and from school while her mother is away and her father is
ill. He’s sure that this will be easier than walking canine clients Ping and Pong —
until Pearl locks herself in the house, runs away from home, and loses her family’s
rare pink diamond ring.
When Pearl claims that a pirate took the ring, Stephen and Renée are on the case.
But the more they discover, the more it feels like everyone is a suspect. With Pearl
annoying them every step of the way, will they be able to solve the mystery before
Mr. Lebel gets home from the hospital?

ISBN: 9781459744936
BISAC 1: JUV028000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Book four in the Great Mistake Mysteries trilogy, where an anxious young
sleuth tries to protect his favourite animals and his friends
A mystery with no violence, featuring a male protagonist with strong, smart
girl sidekick, where sleuth helps someone who’s been unfairly blamed
Fast-paced, easy read for middle-graders, short at 30,000 words
By the author of the Bringing Up Beauty series
Author’s books have won the Forest of Reading Silver Birch Award and been
nominated for the Arthur Ellis Award in the YA category and the Rocky
Mountain Book Award, as well as the Manitoba Young Readers’ Choice award,
the Saskatchewan Snowy Willow, Resource Links “One of the Year’s Best”,
and an OLA Best Bet

By the same author:
Sylvia McNicoll is the author of over thirty novels. Bringing up
Beauty, her guide dog story, won the Silver Birch Award, and
Crush.Candy.Corpse was shortlisted for the Red Maple and
Arthur Ellis awards. Sylvia lives in Burlington, Ontario.
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Lies that Bind
by Penelope Williams
Tulla Murphy wondered if a whole town could be evil.
Tulla Murphy’s life has unravelled. Spurred by a sudden and severe loss of hearing
and a marriage on life support, she heads back to Parnell, the hometown she
vowed never to return to.
Parnell is still a Petri dish of old secrets and simmering resentments. There, Tulla
reconnects with her three childhood friends. Their friendship had once insulated
them from the treacheries of the town and the enmities of the schoolyard, but
Tulla isn’t sure if it will protect them again.
Mysterious deaths soon occur — the first at the height of one of Parnell’s most
ferocious storms. As the body count mounts, Tulla is plagued by a growing
suspicion that threatens loyalties and makes her question her memories. Is it
possible that her friendships are more dangerous than the forces swirling around
her?
ISBN: 9781459745148
BISAC 1: FIC022100
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
A small-town thriller where characters cannot outgrow the secrets and
resentments of their younger years, and are caught up in a murder
investigation
Author is is an editor and award-winning author of several non-fiction books

By the same author:
Penelope Williams is an editor and award-winning author of
several non-fiction books, including That Other Place: A
Personal Account of Breast Cancer. She lives in Westport, Ontario.
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Rebuilding Liberalism
Social Justice with Individual Freedom
by Guy Stanley
A blueprint for constructing responsible liberalism.
Constructing responsible liberalism that offers freedom and social justice is
possible. But doing so begins by examining the history of liberal ideas and culture
over the last two centuries, followed by a major overhaul of existing systems,
including coming to terms with liberalism’s past and its major limitations,
upgrading liberal economics, and preparing for technology disruption.
Rebuilding Liberalism combines a discussion about liberal ideas in a social context
with political analysis, and builds a path forward that can ensure the survival of
liberal society.

ISBN: 9781459745117
BISAC 1: POL042020
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
The author has consulted for businesses and governments on public policy
and taught international management at American and Canadian universities
Examines the history of liberal ideas over the past 200 years
Proposes the changes required to overcome major limitations like economic
policy and preparing for technology disruption

Guy Stanley has consulted for businesses and governments on
public policy and has taught international management at
American and Canadian universities, including the University of
Connecticut and McGill. He lives in Montreal.
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Breakdown
The Pipeline Debate and the Threat to Canada's Future
by Dennis McConaghy
Is a national consensus on hydrocarbon development possible?
The ongoing debate in Canada over hydrocarbon development and its required
market access exemplifies the political polarization in Canada. Breakdown explores
these tensions through economic, environmental, and political perspectives.
The Trudeau Liberals and the Alberta Notley NDP government have attempted to
find a compromise that satisfies the concerns of British Columbia, First Nations, and
environmentalists, but with the impasse on the Trans Mountain Pipeline expansion,
hope for compromise might be threatened. Can Canada find a reasonable path
forward?

ISBN: 9781459745087
BISAC 1: POL013000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Examines the ongoing debate and polarization in Canada over hydrocarbon
development and its required market access
Considers economic, environmental, and political perspectives
The author, a Canadian energy executive with nearly forty years of industry
experience, makes frequent appearances oon major media outlets as a
pipelines expert

By the same author:
Dennis McConaghy is a Canadian energy executive with nearly
forty years of industry experience in infrastructure
development and the author of Dysfunction . He lives in
Calgary.
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The Sadness of Geography
My Life as a Tamil Exile
by Logathasan Tharmathurai
The harrowing journey of a teenage refugee who never gave up on his dream of
seeing his family again.
Born to a wealthy family in northern Sri Lanka, Logathasan (Das) Tharmathurai and
his family lost everything during the long and brutal Sri Lankan Civil War.
In January 1985, at the age of eighteen, Das left his home in Sri Lanka in a
desperate bid to build a new life for himself and his family abroad after a deeply
traumatic encounter with a group of Sinhalese soldiers. As his terrifying and often
astonishing journey unfolds, he finds himself in a refugee camp, being smuggled
across international borders, living with drug dealers, imprisoned, and more.
The Sadness of Geography is a moving story of innocence lost, the persecution of an
entire people, and the universal quest for a better life.

ISBN: 9781459745025
BISAC 1: BIO026000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Terrifying memoir of a teenage refugee fleeing the Sri Lankan Civil War and
eventually settling in Canada
A story of courage, perseverance, wit, and occasional good luck
Portrays the realities of living in a refugee camp, being smuggled across
borders, being imprisoned, and more

Logathasan Tharmathurai is a writer and information systems
professional. At the age of eighteen, he left Sri Lanka to escape
the civil war, with the hopes of finding a new home for his
family. He lives in Oakville, Ontario.
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Red Oblivion
by Leslie Shimotakahara
Family secrets surface when two sisters travel to Hong Kong to care for their ill
father.
When Jill Lau receives an early morning phone call that her elderly father has
fallen gravely ill, she and her sister Celeste catch the first flight from Toronto to
Hong Kong. The man they find languishing in the hospital is a barely recognizable
shadow of his old, indomitable self.

ISBN: 9781459745216
BISAC 1: FIC019000
RIGHTS: World

According to his housekeeper, a couple of mysterious photographs arrived
anonymously in the mail in the days before his collapse. These pictures are only
the first link in a chain of events that begin to reveal the truth about their father’s
past and how he managed to escape from Guangzhou, China, during the Cultural
Revolution, and make a new life for himself in Hong Kong. Someone from the old
days has returned to haunt him — exposing the terrible things he did to survive and
flee one of the most violent periods of Chinese history, reinvent himself, and make
the family fortune. Can Jill piece together the story of her family’s past without
sacrificing her father's love and reputation?
HIGHLIGHTS
Her memoir, The Reading List, won the Canada-Japan Literary Prize in 2012
Her fiction has been shortlisted for the KM Hunter Artist Award
Her first novel, After the Bloom, received a starred review in Booklist and was
praised by the National Post as a “deep and beautiful story”
About two sisters who travel to Hong Kong to see their ill father and end up
learning more about his role in the Cultural Revolution
Main characters are young women who were sent to Canada from Hong Kong
to earn an education and were expected to return home but did not
REVIEWS
? Shimotakahara’s writing is personal and entrancing, unflinchingly shining a light
on this difficult part of history.
Booklist, for After the Bloom

By the same author:
Leslie Shimotakahara holds a Ph.D. in English from Brown
University. Her memoir, The Reading List, was winner of the
Canada-Japan Literary Prize, and her fiction has been
shortlisted for the KM Hunter Artist Award. Leslie lives in
Toronto.
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A Victory Garden for Trying Times
by Debi Goodwin
A woman’s journey through a year of love, loss, and despair.
Debi’s husband, Peter, was diagnosed with cancer in November, too late in the
season to seek solace in the garden. Ever since her childhood on a Niagara farm,
Debi has dug in the dirt to find the resilience to move on. With idle hands and a
fearful mind, she now sought something to sustain her through the months ahead.
She soon came across victory gardens — the vegetable gardens cultivated during
the world wars to fight hunger and hold on to hope.
During an anxious winter, she researched, drew plans, and ordered seeds. In spring,
with Peter in remission, her garden thrived and life got back on track. But when
Peter’s cancer returned like a killing frost and he died suddenly of a heart attack,
the garden was a reminder that everything ends. For weeks, she hated the garden
until she could finally return to tending it, allowing her grief to crack open while
preparing it for another year of growth.
ISBN: 9781459745056
BISAC 1: BIO026000
RIGHTS: World

A Victory Garden for Trying Times is a journey through a year of love and despair, and
a testament to healing in the natural cycles of the earth.
HIGHLIGHTS
Author is a documentary producer and former CBC journalist
Author of Citizens of Nowhere: From Refugee Camp to Canadian Campus
About gardening as a way of coping with and healing from the loss of a
spouse
Author continues to maintain her victory garden and participates in the annual
garden tours in Niagara-on-the-Lake

Debi Goodwin is a travel writer, photographer, blogger, former
CBC journalist, and author of Citizens of Nowhere. She lives and
gardens in Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario.
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Safe Harbour
by Christina Kilbourne
As crazy as her father’s plan sounds, sticking to it is easy for Harbour — until it
isn’t.
Fourteen-year-old Harbour lives in a tent in a Toronto ravine with her dog, a
two-month supply of canned tuna, and an eccentric reading list. She’s not
homeless, she tells herself. No. She’s merely waiting for her home — a
thirty-six-foot sailboat — to arrive with her father at the helm. Why would she
worry when the clouds give her signs every day that assure her that she’s safe and
protected?
When her credit card gets declined, phone contact from her father stops, and
summer slips into a frosty fall, Harbour is forced to face reality and accept the help
of a homeless girl named Lise to survive on the streets. Lise shows Harbour how to
panhandle and navigate the shelter system while trying to unravel Harbour's
mysterious past and make sense of the future.
ISBN: 9781459745186
BISAC 1: YAF058130
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Author’s book Dear Jo won three Canadian young reader’s choice awards in
British Columbia (Red Cedar), Saskatchewan (Snow Willow), and Manitoba
(MYRCA) and was shortlisted for a young reader’s choice award in New York
(New York State Charlotte Award)
Author's book They Called Me Red was nominated for a Saskatchewan Young
Reader’s Choice Award
Harbour's father is schizophrenic, and dies before he can return to get her
Book deals with themes like homelessness, mental illness, family,
friendship, and grief

By the same author:
Christina Kilbourne is the author of Detached and
award-winning Dear Jo. Her writing has been translated into
Spanish, Portuguese, Slovenian, and Ukrainian. She lives in
Bracebridge, Ontario.
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The Grey Zone
| A Jack Taggart Mystery, 13
by Don Easton
Jack Taggart is pitted against a group of ruthless kidnappers.
Jack Taggart teams up with Constable Alicia Munday to investigate a kidnapping
case. After two unsuccessful undercover operations, the Major Crime Unit realizes
that someone is leaking information to the kidnappers. When Taggart identifies the
leak, he goes undercover with Munday to set up a sting operation to lure the
kidnappers into a trap. But when the kidnappers grab Munday instead of Taggart’s
intended target, he has to find a way for both of them to make it out alive.
HIGHLIGHTS
Author is a retired RCMP officer who worked undercover for 20 years, and
bases the novels on real-life experience.
Book 13 in the long-running Jack Taggart Mystery series that has sold nearly
8,000 copies
Taggart investigates a kidnapping ring and an information leak in his unit with
deadly consequences.
ISBN: 9781459745308
BISAC 1: FIC022020
RIGHTS: World

REVIEWS
If it feels real, it’s a Don Easton story.… This is ?ctional crime writing at its best.
Bay Observer, for Subverting Justice

By the same author:
Don Easton worked as an undercover Mountie for twenty
years, including seven years in an RCMP Intelligence Unit. He
lives in Victoria, British Columbia.
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Broken Man on a Halifax Pier
by Lesley Choyce
A tale of one man’s shipwrecked life and an unlikely crew of rescuers.
Having lost his long-time journalism job and been swindled out of his life savings,
fifty-five-year-old Charles Howard is standing by the edge of Halifax Harbour on a
foggy morning contemplating his dismal future when Ramona Danforth interrupts
his ritual of self-pity. And so begins a most interesting relationship.
Charles and Ramona decide to travel to Stewart Harbour, a fishing village far down
Nova Scotia’s remote Eastern Shore populated by rugged individualists. Charles left
the village immediately after graduating from high school and never looked back.
Until now. The past soon catches up with him in ways he could never have
imagined.

ISBN: 9781459745247
BISAC 1: FIC019000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Lesley Choyce has won the Dartmouth Book Award, the Atlantic Poetry Prize,
and the Ann Connor Brimer Award, and has been shortlisted for the Governor
General's Award
Set in an East Coast fishing village, populated with rough, realistic characters
Skillfully written humorous approach to estrangement from family and
returning to face one’s responsibilities
Covers issues of absent fathers and opioid abuse

By the same author:
Lesley Choyce is the author of over ninety books. He has won
the Dartmouth Book Award, the Atlantic Poetry Prize, and the
Ann Connor Brimer Award, and has been shortlisted for the
Governor General's Award. He lives in East Lawrencetown,
Nova Scotia.
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The Flyer Vault
150 Years of Toronto Concert History
by Rob Bowman and Daniel Tate
A visual tour-de-force showcasing Toronto’s vast concert history.
Drawing on Daniel Tate’s vast collection of flyers and concert advertisements,
Daniel Tate and Rob Bowman have assembled a beautifully illustrated showcase
of Toronto concert and club life, covering the gamut of genres — from vaudeville
to rock, jazz to hip-hop, blues to electronica, and punk to country.
The Flyer Vault: 150 Years of Toronto Concert History traces seminal events in
Toronto’s concert history, such as Frank Sinatra’s debut at a long-lost hockey arena,
James Brown’s first show at an Etobicoke roller-rink, Led Zeppelin selling out the
Rockpile, and the Notorious B.I.G. ’s only Toronto show in a basement cafeteria.
Complementing the book’s stunning visuals are a series of essays that tell the story
of legendary venues such as Massey Hall, the Horseshoe Tavern, and the El
Mocambo, alongside lesser known but equally important theatres such as Shea’s
and the Casino Club.
ISBN: 9781459745421
BISAC 1: MUS000000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Covers 150 years of Toronto concerts from vaudeville and early jazz, prog
rock and soul, to punk, hip hop, and techno
Will appeal to live music fans, particularly those who attended concerts in
the 70s, 80s, and 90s
Daniel Tate’s Instagram account, The Flyer Vault, has over nine thousand
followers
Rob Bowman is an ethnomusicologist, a Grammy Award–winning liner-note
writer, and former director of York University's graduate music program
The Flyer Vault collection has been covered by Vice, NOW, and the Globe and
Mail

Daniel Tate started The Flyer Vault on Instagram in 2015 after
rediscovering three thousand flyers he had collected over the
years. He lives in Toronto.
Rob Bowman is a professor of music at York University who has
been writing about music for over forty years. His book
Soulsville U.S.A.: The Story of Stax Records was inducted into the
Blues Hall of Fame in 2013. He lives in Toronto.
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The Man with the Black Valise
Tracking the Killer of Jessie Keith
by John Goddard
A chronicle of one of the vilest murders in Canadian history.
One brilliant October day in 1894, a drifter, carrying a black valise, met
thirteen-year-old Jessie Keith on the railroad tracks and slashed her in such a way
that people thought Jack the Ripper must have fled London, England, to wander
loose in rural Ontario.
The Man with the Black Valise traces the killer’s route through three Ontario
counties — a trajectory compiled by Detective John Wilson Murray. Though
emotions ran feverishly high, the region’s farmers and townsfolk kept their heads
to try to bring the killer to justice.

ISBN: 9781459745360
BISAC 1: TRU002000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
True story of the investigation that followed the murder of a young girl in
1894 and how they caught the killer
October 19, 2019, is the 125th anniversary of Jessie Keith’s murder
The detective who solved the case became the model for William Murdoch,
of TV’s massively popular Murdoch Mysteries
Historical true crime with broad appeal has a strong local interest thread
A memorial statue still stands at Jessie’s grave in Listowel, north of Stratford

By the same author:
John Goddard is an author, magazine writer, and former Toronto
Star reporter. His books include Inside the Museums: Toronto’s
Heritage Sites and Their Most Prized Objects and Rock and Roll
Toronto, with pop critic Richard Crouse. John lives in Toronto.
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The Millennial Mosaic
How Pluralism and Choice Are Shaping Canadian Youth and the
Future of Canada
by Monetta Bailey, Reginald W. Bibby and Joel Thiessen
The bottom line: Millennials are looking good.
There’s a lot of consternation about the Millennial generation — Canada’s youngest
adults born since the mid-1980s and now reaching their thirties. But the
speculation has not been accompanied by sound and comprehensive information
— until now.
Highly respected sociologist and veteran trend-tracker Reginald Bibby teams up
with two GenX colleagues, Joel Thiessen and Monetta Bailey, to provide an
up-to-date reading on how Millennials see the world — their values, joys, and
concerns, their views of family, sexuality, spirituality, and other Canadians, and their
hopes and expectations as they look to the future.
Canada’s much-criticized Millennials may well be a solid upgrade on previous
generations — speaking well for the future of the country.
ISBN: 9781459745605
BISAC 1: SOC006000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
Veteran trend-tracker Reginald Bibby is the author of over two dozen books
on social trends
Reginald Bibby’s work has received front-cover treatment from Maclean's
four times: on March 30, 2015; April 9, 2001; July 1, 2006; and April 13, 2009
All three authors are professors of sociology
An in-depth look at the Millennial generation as adults in Canada
Millennials are cast in a good light and are studied realistically, unlike many
other books on Millennials
Book uses data from two major national surveys carried out in 2015 and 2016
that studied over six thousand Canadian Millennials

Reginald W. Bibby, O.C., Ph.D., is a professor of sociology at the
University of Lethbridge. The author of over two dozen books,
he has been monitoring adult and youth social trends in Canada
for more than four decades. He lives in Lethbridge, Alberta.
Joel Thiessen, Ph.D., is a professor of sociology at Ambrose
University, specializing in religion, family, and youth. He is the
author of several books. He lives in Calgary.
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Monetta Bailey, Ph.D., is an assistant professor of sociology at
Ambrose University specializing in racialized youth,
immigration, gender, and crime. She is a recent graduate of the
University of Calgary, and worked for a time with troubled
youth in Alberta. She lives in Calgary.
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Exploring Spiritually Transformative Experiences
How Near-Death, Kundalini, and Mystical Experiences Transform
Lives
by Yvonne Kason
The synthesis of almost forty years of research on spiritually transformative
experiences.
Dr. Yvonne Kason first coined the phrase “spiritually transformative experiences”
(STEs) in 1994, a term widely used today. A dramatic near-death experience in a
1979 plane crash propelled her on a quest to research peak spiritual experiences.
She has now had five near-death experiences, the most recent in 2003.
Exploring Spiritually Transformative Experiences is a synthesis of almost forty years
of research and clinical experience counselling STE experiencers, which led Dr.
Kason to develop a pioneering framework. Using fascinating case stories, she
provides a concise vocabulary for better understanding of spiritual experiences of
all types and their often profound after-effects.

ISBN: 9781459745513
BISAC 1: OCC027000
RIGHTS: World

HIGHLIGHTS
The authority on spiritually transformative experiences — she coined the phrase in
1994A sought after speaker who speaks frequently on the New Age–convention
circuitFully expanded and updated version of Kason's best-selling book Farther
Shores Includes Kason’s most recent near-death experience and remarkable
come-back

Dr. Yvonne Kason is a retired family physician and transpersonal
psychotherapist. She is a board member of the International
Association for Near-Death Studies (IANDS) and a member of
the American Center for the Integration of Spiritually
Transformative Experiences (ACISTE). She lives in Toronto.
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